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A s 802.11ac Wave 2 Wi-Fi products are launched to the market on a large scale, 
Wi-Fi technologies are marching towards the enterprise application field. Higher 
performance of Wi-Fi products means a larger demand and wider scope of their 

application. Wi-Fi vendors are now facing increasingly more challenges. How can they 
stand out from fierce competition?

Enterprises have strict and diversified requirements for network products and also high 
quality expectations. They care about whether network products can provide 99.999% 
reliability, adapt to extremely harsh environments, or consume as little power as possible. 
Therefore, Wi-Fi vendors must focus on quality and strive for excellence in every last details: 
from component selection to solution design, from manufacturing techniques to control 
processes, and from reliability verification to performance testing.

This is exactly what Huawei does — ensuring excellence in every last details. For example, 
to ensure each AP model provides excellent performance and high reliability, Huawei has 
specified strict indexes for each testing process. It sets the bar 20°C respectively above and 
below upper and lower temperatures in specifications during component temperature tests. 
Huawei also uses strict international standards for ElectroMagnetic Compatibility testing, and 
extends 50% of waterproof testing time based on IP67.

There are many enterprise scenarios with different Wi-Fi solution requirements, but 
there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution. A surefire route to success is to provide customized 
solutions based on specific circumstances. For example, in scenarios with a high-density of 
rooms, such as hotels and schools, Huawei’s Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution innovatively 
transforms the traditional ‘AC + Fit AP’ architecture into ‘AC + central AP + Remote Unit’ 
distributed architecture. It improves wireless coverage performance and service experience, 
and simplifies device management and configuration, helping build top-quality and easy-to-
manage networks.

Enterprise markets have comprehensive requirements for service capabilities of Wi-Fi 
vendors. In retail markets, for example, stores would deploy Wi-Fi networks to provide 
Internet access and build business system platforms. However, these two goals are difficult 
to accomplish simultaneously due to network resource conflicts. Huawei integrates 
Bluetooth into APs to provide wireless services and support business applications. This 
shows Huawei’s full capabilities in technology integration and innovation.

Based on 17-years continued R&D investment in Wi-Fi domain, over 2,000 standards and 
patents, as well as extensive experience gleaned from serving over 1,000 global industry 
customers, Huawei provides outstanding service capabilities in terms of network planning 
and optimization, fast deployment, and simplified O&M.

Huawei consistently puts its customers first and focuses on quality. Carrying this 
persistence into the fray, Huawei is honored to cooperate with customers from various 
industries and build excellent and ingenious Wi-Fi networks to help customers achieve 
business success.▲

Creating Ingenious and 
Excellent Wi-Fi Networks
By Fu Jie, WLAN Product Director of Enterprise Network Product Line, Huawei
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Addressing Two Challenges to 
High-Density Wi-Fi Deployment
By Chen Siyuan and Wei Yupeng

Severe inter-
AP signal 

interference 
and a high user 

concurrency 
rate are two 
challenges 

to Wi-Fi 
deployment in 

high-density 
scenarios. To 

address these 
two challenges, 

Huawei offers 
innovative 

products as 
well as flexible 

and effective 
solutions.>>

With the joint efforts of governments, carriers, and 
companies, Wi-Fi networks have been deployed in 
every corner of cities. In shopping malls, hotels, train 
stations, exhibition halls, and conference centers, you 
can use your mobile phones to quickly search Wi-Fi 
networks. In practice, Wi-Fi networks in such high-
density scenarios are not as good as those at homes 
or in offices. Users often suffer from Wi-Fi access 
failures or extremely slow network speeds. It may 
take several seconds to open a web page and videos 
may constantly buffer and cannot play. What causes 
these problems?

W hen the movie Star Wars: The Force Awakens was released, the phrase “May the force be with 
you” swept the world again. Similarly, as Wi-Fi networks are popular around the world nowadays, 
it has become popular to say “May the Wi-Fi be with you.” People have gotten so used to using 

mobile phones or tablets to watch videos, read news, and update WeChat Moments or microblogs, that it could 
be argued that Wi-Fi networks play an even more elemental role in our universe than “the force” does in its 
fictive Star Wars counterpart.

Poor User Experience: What Are the Major 
Causes?
Many people attribute this problem to poor AP 
performance or imprecise network planning. Actually, 
these are not the major causes. Over the last few years, 
basic performance of APs has matured. In an office 
environment, an AP allows over 30 users to access 
a Wi-Fi network simultaneously. Network planning 
solutions are also maturing and can address common 
interference problems. Then why is users’ network 
experience still so poor? 

This must be analyzed from the perspective of 
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infrastructure solutions. The industry’s mainstream 
solution for indoor high-density access is cellular 
deployment of APs. APs in this solution have 
built-in omnidirectional antennas. The coverage 
of an omnidirectional antenna is like an apple in 
all directions and in a wide range. This solution 
is applicable to scenarios with high coverage 
requirements, such as semi-open offices.

However, if the preceding deployment solution 
is used in open environments such as stations and 
conference centers, signal interference between 
APs may easily occur and exponentially degrade 
radio performance. In such wireless environments, 
technical specialists can find no way to optimize save 
for reducing the transmit power of APs or narrowing 
down coverage using obstacles. This is of little use in 
fixing the overall problem.

Wireless signals are invisible and it is difficult to 
locate related faults. Upon receiving reports of poor 
user experience, most carriers and Wi-Fi companies 
anchor their hopes in deploying more APs to solve the 
problem. Additionally, many enterprises deploy their 
own APs to increase network speeds so as to attract 
customers. As more and more APs are deployed, the 
space will become increasingly congested. Therefore, 
radio performance further deteriorates.

High-Density Small-Angle Antennas
Signal interference is a key cause of deteriorated radio 
performance. It is a common problem but somewhat 
hard to eliminate. In recent years, a simple and 
effective solution has been deployed in some large 

However, if 
the preceding 
deployment 
solution is 
used in open 
environments 
such as stations 
and conference 
centers, signal 
interference 
between APs 
may easily 
occur and 
exponentially 
degrade radio 
performance.>>

Figure 1. Apple-like Coverage of an Omnidirectional 
Antenna in an AP

Figure 2. Wireless Coverage in an Open Public Environment Imagined as a 
Hypothetical Ball Pool

stadiums and stations.
A typical case is the WLAN solution deployed at the 

2015 IAAF World Championships in Beijing. During 
the event, the free Wi-Fi network allowed spectators 
to interact with friends and share exciting moments 
on social media. According to statistics, the Wi-Fi 
network provided access for a rough total of 680,000 
spectators in eight days. The total network traffic was 
16.4 TB, equivalent to a transmission of 8.6 million 
digital photos or 1.6 billion social media interactions.

The solution deployed at Beijing National Stadium 
uses high-density small-angle antennas, with greatly 
improved coverage effect. 

This solution has wireless coverage advantages in 
outdoor high-density environments. However, it is 
not an ideal choice in indoor environments as it poses 
new problems such as construction and labor costs. 
As antennas and APs need to be installed separately, 
the installation cost and time almost double those of 
the indoor AP solution. Additionally, an antenna is far 
larger than an iPad Air and antenna installation may 
affect interior design.

Compact Smart Antennas: Addressing the 
Indoor High-Density Problem
This problem has challenged the industry for many 
years, and has finally been solved with release of 
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Huawei AP4050DN-HD.
The AP4050DN-HD has built-in smart high-

density antennas that provide precise signal coverage. 
It effectively reduces inter-AP interference in high-
density scenarios, and improves radio performance 
and users’ access experience. The AP4050DN-HD 
applies to indoor high-density scenarios such as lecture 
halls and supermarkets to provide Wi-Fi coverage. 
The AP4050DN-HD is compact, equivalent to the 
size of an iPad, and weighs no more than 1.5 kg. An 
AP4050DN-HD can be installed by one person in 
only 30 minutes. With all of these characteristics, the 
purchasing, installation, and deployment costs of the AP 
are reduced. In addition, the AP4050DN-HD supports 
the PoE out function, reducing required ports on PoE 
switches by 50%.

High User Concurrency Rate: The Biggest 
Challenge in High-Density Scenarios
Signal interference is not the only challenge for 
Wi-Fi deployment in high-density scenarios. In 
some interference-free Wi-Fi scenarios, a high user 
concurrency rate presents another challenge. Although 
there are a large number of people in high-density 
scenarios such as stations, shopping malls, and 
stadiums, not each of them needs to connect to the 
Internet at any one time. In these scenarios, the user 

concurrency rate is generally about 30%. In some 
special scenarios such as multimedia classrooms and 
e-classrooms, almost all concerned need to access the 
Internet at the same time. The user concurrency rate 
reaches almost 100%. Users have different service 
experience even if AP performance is the same in 
these two types of scenarios.

Let’s say that an AP (three spatial streams) providing 
the highest performance of 900 Mbit/s and 60 tablets 
(single spatial stream) are tested in an e-schoolbag 
scenario. When the user concurrency rate is 30% (that 
is, 18 tablets connect to the AP at the same time), the 
average available bandwidth for each tablet is about 
6 Mbit/s, and the overall throughput is 110 Mbit/s. 
When the user concurrency rate is 100% (that is, 60 
tablets connect to the AP at the same time), the average 
available bandwidth for each tablet is about 1.2 Mbit/s, 
and the overall throughput is only 72 Mbit/s.

Severe interference does not exist in this testing 
environment. Why then is the overall throughput 
decreased from 110 Mbit/s to 72 Mbit/s when the number 
of concurrent users on the AP increases from 18 to 60? 
The reason can be analyzed based on the Wi-Fi data 
processing mechanism. All terminals compete for one 
transmission channel. The more terminals, the higher the 
possibility that channel conflicts will occur. In scenarios 
where the user concurrency rate is 100%, an AP endures 
three times the access pressure than that endured in 
common scenarios. This is one of the greatest challenges 
faced in high-density scenarios.

The Wi-Fi air interface mechanism endows AP 
radios with multi-user performance. When 30 users 
connect to an AP, a single 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz radio 
chip can only provide the average available bandwidth 
of about 1.2 Mbit/s. What kind of service experience is 
encountered with 1.2 Mbit/s bandwidth in e-schoolbag 
scenarios? When teachers share screens, make pages 
turn automatically, or write on electronic whiteboards, 
the delay on all tablets averages out to about 1 
second; when 480p videos are played, however, video 
buffering and synchronized playing will take about 10 
seconds or even longer.

Nowadays, students generally need to download 
and play High-Definition (HD) teaching videos. It is 
one of the focuses in the education industry to build 
high-quality wireless networks in classrooms to 

Figure 3. Huawei Outdoor High-density Deployment 
Solution at Beijing National Stadium

Signal 
interference 
is not the only 
challenge 
for Wi-Fi 
deployment in 
high-density 
scenarios. 
In some 
interference-free 
Wi-Fi scenarios, 
a high user 
concurrency 
rate presents 
another 
challenge.>>
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provide higher service capabilities for terminals and 
effectively support teaching activities.

Multi-Radio APs: Solving Problems of High 
User Concurrency Rate
How can user experience be improved in scenarios 
with high concurrency rate? Simply deploying more 
APs can meet terminal bandwidth requirements 
on e-classroom services, but creates the following 
problems:

• Doubled network deployment cost: When 
two APs are deployed in one classroom, device 
purchasing, construction, and power supply costs 
will be doubled.

• Increased O&M difficulty: After the number 
of deployed APs is doubled, the number of 
management nodes and workload will also double. 
This places greater demands on the limited network 
O&M capabilities of schools.

Is there a better solution? According to the Wi-Fi 
air interface mechanism, the overall performance of 
AP radios deteriorates as the number of concurrent 
terminals increases. Reducing the number of 
concurrent terminals on a single radio can reduce 
the probability of terminal collisions. Subsequently, 
the air interface overhead caused by collisions can 
be lowered, and the overall performance of AP 
radios and performance of a single terminal can be 
improved. For example, a triple-radio AP can be used 
for the e-schoolbag service. In this case, the number 

of concurrent users on a single radio is reduced from 
30 to 20, the average bandwidth for each user will 
increase from 1.2 Mbit/s to 2.5 Mbit/s. The actual 
average bandwidth for each user varies with different 
AP capabilities and site environments. Deploying one 
triple-radio AP instead of two dual-band APs in one 
classroom reduces device purchasing, installation, 
and auxiliary costs (including port quantity and power 
consumption of switches), and simplifies daily O&M 
of networks and devices.

Huawei offers the AP4030TN that supports three 
radios: 2.4 GHz/5 GHz + 2.4 GHz/5 GHz + 5 GHz. 
Two of them support Software-Defined Radio (SDR) 
technology and can flexibly switch from 2.4 GHz to 
5 GHz. When all of the three radios provide coverage 
services, multi-user concurrent processing capabilities 
and single-user service performance are improved. 
A single AP can be connected to a maximum of 
100 concurrent users and provide average available 
bandwidth of 4 Mbit/s per user. This bandwidth can 
meet the requirements for 100 terminals playing HD 
videos and Videos on Demand (VoDs) (including 
720p and 1080p videos) at the same time.

With SDR technology, an AP can meet the 
requirements of different types of terminals in 
various scenarios and flexibly adapt to terminal 
changes. An AP also provides multiple 5 GHz radios 
for service access and has the advantages of multiple 
available 5 GHz channels, low signal interference, 
and high service bandwidth.▲

Figure 4. Almost 100% of the User Concurrency Rate in e-Schoolbag Scenarios

Huawei offers the 
AP4030TN that 
supports three 
radios: 2.4 GHz/5 
GHz + 2.4 GHz/5 
GHz + 5 GHz. With 
SDR technology, 
AP4030TN 
can meet the 
requirements of 
different types 
of terminals in 
various scenarios 
and flexibly 
adapt to terminal 
changes.>>
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About 802.11ac Wave 2
By Wei Yupeng and Ou Liyun

802.11ac Wave 2 
not only 

improves the 
efficiency and 

concurrent user 
processing 

capability of 
Wi-Fi networks, 

but also 
increases the 

maximum data 
transmission 

rate. It greatly 
improves overall 

performance 
of Wi-Fi 

networks.>>

Since 1997, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) has launched five generations of 
Wi-Fi standards/protocols, which has continuously 
upgraded Wi-Fi technologies and improved Wi-Fi 
performance.

From 802.11 to 802.11n, the theoretical data 
transmission rate has increased from 2 Mbit/s, to 11 
Mbit/s, 54 Mbit/s, and then 450 Mbit/s. In 802.11ac 
Wave 1, the theoretical data transmission rate reaches 
up to 1.3 Gbit/s, 650 times that in 802.11. However, 
the actual throughput is unsatisfactory. When 
only one user connects to an 802.11ac Wave 1 AP 
(maximum transmission rate: 1.3 Gbit/s), the network 
efficiency (ratio of the actual throughput to the 
theoretical transmission rate) is about 70% (910 Mbit/
s throughput). As more users are connected, the air 
interface cost is higher and AP throughput decreases. 
When 20 users connect to the AP, the network 
efficiency is reduced to 38% (350 Mbit/s throughput).

I n the second half of 2015, chip manufacturers such as Qualcomm and Broadcom released 802.11ac Wave 
2 chips. WLAN and terminal vendors quickly followed their footsteps and released 802.11ac Wave 2 
products and terminals. 802.11ac Wave 2 was put into commercial use at the end of 2015, indicating a new 

development stage of 802.11ac.

Concurrent user processing capabilities instead of 
the maximum transmission rate becomes the bottleneck 
of Wi-Fi technologies. After Multi-User Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MU-MIMO) technology was 
introduced to 802.11ac Wave 2, the bottleneck was 
broken.

MU-MIMO uses explicit beamforming technology 
to control signal transmission and receiving. The 
difference between the Single User Multiple-Input 
Multiple-Output (SU-MIMO) and MU-MIMO mode 
is similar to that of an Ethernet switch and hub. A hub 
can send data to only one port, while a switch can send 
data to multiple ports. Similarly, in SU-MIMO mode, 
an AP can send data to only one STA; in MU-MIMO 
mode, an AP can send data to four STAs concurrently.

After MU-MIMO is introduced, spatial streams of 
an AP can be flexibly distributed to multiple STAs for 
data transmission. This solves the problem that APs 
and STAs support different numbers of spatial streams, 
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and improves AP performance. For example, three 
Xiaomi Note mobile phones (advanced edition, with 
a single spatial stream) supporting MU-MIMO are 
connected to an 802.11ac Wave 2 AP. In SU-MIMO 
mode, the average download rate is 330 Mbit/s; in 
MU-MIMO mode, the average download rate reaches 
up to 800 Mbit/s. The AP performance is improved by 
240% after MU-MIMO is enabled on the AP.

Usually, 802.11n or 802.11ac Wave 1 APs support 
three spatial streams. However, due to limitations of 
dimensions and chip costs, mobile phones and tablets 
are usually designed with only one antenna and one 
spatial stream. Therefore, APs can only work in 
one spatial stream mode to communicate with these 
mobile phones and tablets. Because APs and STAs 
have different numbers of spatial streams, APs usually 
work with a light load, resulting in low performance. 
802.11ac Wave 2 can use MU-MIMO technology to 
improve concurrent user processing capabilities, as 
well as AP performance and efficiency.

Introducing New Technologies to 
Comprehensively Improve Performance
In addition to MU-MIMO, 802.11ac Wave 2 also 
introduces a more efficient signal modulation mode 
and supports higher channel bandwidth. The overall 
performance is improved to 3.47 Gbit/s from 1.3 Gbit/s 
in 802.11ac Wave 1.
● 802.11ac Wave 2 Supports 160 MHz Channel 
Bandwidth
802.11ac Wave 2 supports 160 MHz channel 
bandwidth. Flexible channel combination has high 
requirements on radio spectrum resources.

• 160 MHz channels in the 5 GHz band are scarce 
resources. 802.11ac Wave 2 provides a higher 

theoretical transmission rate of up to 866 Mbit/s per 
spatial stream in 160 MHz mode. However, there 
are only a few available 160 MHz channels and the 
support for 160 MHz channel bandwidth has little 
significance in practical use.

In North America where abundant channel 
resources are provided, there are four channel ranges 
in the 5 GHz band: Unlicensed National Information 
Infrastructure 1 (U-NII1) (channels 36-48), U-NII2 
(channels 52-64), U-NII2 extended (channels 100-
144), and U-NII3/Industrial Scientific Medical Band 
(ISM) (channels 149-165). There are two contiguous 
160 MHz channels (six 80 MHz channels). For details, 
see Figure 2.

In China, the Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology (MIIT) opened up channels 36-64 ranging 
from 5150 MHz to 5350 MHz in 2012 for use in 
indoor environments. After that, the number of non-
overlapping 20 MHz channels in the 5 GHz band is 
increased to 13 from 5 (channels 149-165) ranging 
from 5735 MHz to 5835 MHz. However, only one 
contiguous 160 MHz channel (three 80 MHz channels) 
is available.

• Deploying 160 MHz channels is difficult. 80 MHz 
and 40 MHz channels are more suitable. There are 
only a few 160 MHz channels in the 5 GHz band, so 
160 MHz channels are not recommended, unless a 
network is planned in an isolated wireless environment 
(hotspot).

80 MHz channels can be deployed in offices, lecture 
halls, and auditoriums. Wireless networks in such 
areas are built by customers themselves and wireless 
environments are comparatively controllable. When 
more than three 80 MHz channels are deployed, 
they can provide continuous coverage in a large area 

Figure 1. Large Increase of the Data Transmission Rate in 802.11ac Wave 1, but the Concurrent User Access 
Capability Becomes a Bottleneck

802.11ac Wave 2 
introduces 
a more 
efficient signal 
modulation 
mode and 
supports 
higher channel 
bandwidth. 
The overall 
performance 
is improved to 
3.47 Gbit/s from 
1.3 Gbit/s in 
802.11ac 
Wave 1.>>
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through frequency reuse and effectively prevent signal 
interference.

Deploying 40 MHz channels is expected to become 
a mainstream choice. For example, multiple WLANs 
(built by carriers or third parties) exist in public areas 
such as commercial centers, train stations, airport 
waiting rooms, and exhibition centers. In these areas, 
wireless environments are complicated, inter-channel 
interference will occur if limited 80 MHz channels are 
deployed. As a result, network access becomes slow or 
even WLANs become unavailable. Therefore, 40 MHz 
channels are recommended during network planning to 
prevent signal interference between WLAN systems.
● 802.11ac Wave 2 Uses 256-Quadrature 
Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
802.11ac Wave 2 supports 256-QAM (8 bits) 
technology, which has 33% ([8-6] bit/6 bits)/6 bits = 

33%) higher modulation efficiency than 64-QAM (6 
bits) in 802.11n. 

In 40 MHz mode, 802.11 Wave 2 improves 
transmission rate per spatial stream to 200 Mbit/s from 
150 Mbit/s in 802.11n. In 80 MHz mode, 802.11 Wave 
2 improves transmission rate per spatial stream to 433 
Mbit/s.
● 802.11ac Wave 2 Supports Four Spatial Streams
802.11ac Wave 2 supports four spatial streams, while 
802.11ac Wave 1 and 802.11n support only three. 
802.11ac Wave 2 increases the maximum transmission 
rate to 1.73 Gbit/s in 80 MHz mode and 3.47 Gbit/s in 
160 MHz mode. 

Additionally, in 802.11ac Wave 2, four transmit 
and receive antennas are used, bringing high 
diversity gains. 802.11ac Wave 2 improves wireless 
transmission reliability and fault tolerance capabilities, 

Q1: What are MIMO and spatial stream?
Answer: Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) 
technology uses multiple transmit and receive 
antennas to send and receive radio signals 
simultaneously to improve communication and 
transmission capacity. Space Diversity (SD) 
technology enables a receiver to receive data signals 
from multiple antennas, thereby improving data 
receive reliability and communication quality. Spatial 
multiplexing technology enables a sender to map 
serial data to parallel data and send the data from 
different antennas. In this way, the communication 
capacity is improved without increasing spectrum 
resources. Parallel spatial channels are called spatial 
streams. Generally, the number of spatial streams of a 
product is the same as that of antennas.

Q2: How is the transmission rate in 802.11ac 
computed?
Answer: Data transmission rate of Wi-Fi networks 
has improved continuously since Wi-Fi invention. 
However, transmission time of each carrier is always 
4 μs. Using 802.11a/g as an example, when channel 

bandwidth is 20 MHz (48 data subcarriers), 64-QAM 
(6 bits) is used, and coding efficiency is 3/4, the data 
transmission rate is 54 Mbit/s (1s/4 μs x 6 bits x 48 
x 3/4 = 54 Mbit/s). 802.11n optimizes modulation 
and coding technologies, and introduces channel 
bonding, Short Guard Interval (Short GI), and MIMO 
technologies. These technologies help improve the 
data transmission rate per spatial stream to 150 Mbit/s.
802.11ac uses 256-QAM and improves the data 
transmission rate per spatial stream to 200 Mbit/s in 
40 MHz mode. In 80 MHz mode, the number of data 
subcarriers increases to 234 (2.16 times that in 40 MHz 
mode). In this case, the data transmission rate per spatial 
stream is improved to 433 Mbit/s (200 Mbit/s x 2.16 = 
433 Mbit/s). In 160 MHz mode, the data transmission 
rate per spatial stream is improved to 866 Mbit/s.

Q3: What is explicit beamforming?
Answer: Explicit beamforming works as follows: 
An AP sends a channel estimation frame to a STA, 
and the STA then sends information required by the 
channel estimation frame back to the AP. Based on 
the information, the AP then estimates the downlink 

Deployment 
of 160 MHz 
channels is 
difficult on the 
live network. 
80 MHz and 40 
MHz channels 
are more 
suitable. 40 MHz 
channels are 
recommended 
during network 
planning to 
prevent signal 
interference 
between WLAN 
systems.>>

802.11ac Wave 2 FAQ

Item 802.11n 802.11ac Wave 1 
(Wi-Fi Alliance)

802.11ac Wave 2
 (Wi-Fi Alliance)

Channel Bandwidth 20/40 MHz 20/40/80 MHz 20/40/80/80 MHz - 
80/160 MHz

Modulation Mode 64-QAM 256-QAM 256-QAM

Spatial Streams 3 (4 as specified by the standard) 3 4

Frequency Band 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz 5 GHz 5 GHz

Theoretical Transmission 
Rate

450 Mbit/s, 600 Mbit/s as specified 
by the standard 1.3 Gbit/s 3.47 Gbit/s

Table 1. Comparison between 802.11n, 802.11ac Wave 1, and 802.11ac Wave 2
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Figure 2. Spectrum Resources in the 5 GHz Band

channel, processes downstream data based on the 
estimation result, and then sends the data. This 
function increases signal transmission quality. Explicit 
beamforming is an optional mode in 802.11n and 
has no unified implementation mechanism, which 
may result in incompatibility between devices with 
chips from different vendors. In 802.11ac Wave 
2, explicit beamforming is mandatory and has a 
unified implementation mechanism. This makes 
interoperability possible between devices with chips 
from different vendors.

Q4: Is 802.11ac Wave 2 compatible with 802.11ac 
Wave 1 and other 5G STAs?
Answer: 802.11ac Wave 2 is backward compatible 
with 802.11ac Wave 1 and 802.11n terminals. Inventory 
terminals cannot support new Wave 2 features such 
as MU-MIMO, 256-QAM, and 160 MHz channel 
bandwidth. An 802.11ac Wave 2 AP can use four 
transmit and receive antennas to provide better coverage 
and improve overall performance of the terminals.

Q5: Are there any requirements on STAs for MIMO 
implementation? 
Answer: Implementation of MU-MIMO requires that 

802.11ac Wave 
2 applies to 
high-density 
scenarios 
where network 
access 
services 
are mainly 
provided 
to mobile 
terminals 
with a small 
number of 
spatial streams 
and can 
provide higher 
concurrent 
user 
processing 
capabilities, 
which is its 
true value.>

increases signal coverage and quality, and enhances 
transmission performance.

802.11ac Wave 2 Deployment Suggestions
802.11ac Wave 2 applies to high-density scenarios 
where network access services are mainly provided to 

mobile terminals with a small number of spatial streams 
(mobile phones, ebooks, and tablets) such as airports, 
train stations, shopping malls, conference halls, and 
exhibition centers. 802.11ac Wave 2 can provide higher 
concurrent user processing capabilities, which is its true 
value.▲

both APs and STAs support MU-MIMO. Currently, 
802.11ac Wave 2 mobile phones and laptops include 
Huawei Mate 8/P9, Xiaomi MI4 series/MI Note 
Pro, LeTV eMAX/LePro1, Google Nexus 5X, 
Microsoft Lumia 950/950XL, HTC One M8, ZTE 
Nubia Z9 series/Axon 7, Acer Aspire series, and Dell 
Allienware13/15/17.

Q6: Does MU-MIMO work in downstream direction 
only?
Answer: Yes. Currently, MU-MIMO implements 
spatial stream distribution based on downstream 
traffic, which matches the data model of networks 
where most traffic flows in the downstream direction. 
Spatial stream distribution based on upstream traffic 
is considered in the updated version of 802.11ac — 
802.11ax. In 802.11ax, an AP can communicate with 
multiple end users in bilateral directions. It is expected 
that 802.11ax will be launched in about 2019.

Q7: Can 802.11ac Wave 1 products be software 
upgraded to support 802.11ac Wave 2?
Answer: No. 802.11ac Wave 2 requires hardware 
support. Therefore, 802.11ac Wave 1 products cannot 
be software upgraded to support 802.11ac Wave 2.
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Making Your Wireless 
Network Adaptable to 
Changing Service Needs

From an initial 
perspective, 

things will go as 
per plan if the 

actual user traffic 
and service 

model developed 
as expected. 

However, once 
the environment 

and services 
change, a 

more flexible 
and elastic 

mechanism is 
needed.>>

Constructed during World War II, Maginot Line cost 5 billion francs (around USD 35 billion). 
It was composed of multiple facilities such as artillery, trenches, fortresses, kitchens, power 
stations, hospitals, and factories, and tram channels were constructed in large defense works. 

At the time, the French regarded the line as indestructible. Unexpectedly, the Maginot Line was broken 
through by the German army in less than one month. Similar to the Maginot Line, there were also other 
‘indestructible’ defensive lines during World War II. For example, the German’s Atlantic Wall and the 
Gin Drinkers Line. These defensive lines were all broken through in less than one month. Builders of 
these defensive lines attempted to rely on fixed defensive lines to defend against invasions. However, 
in dealing with dynamic situations, these defensive lines could hardly provide effective defensive 
capabilities. To put it differently, once the actual situation differs from the expected situation, these 
defensive lines will lose the effective defense capabilities. From these events, it is clear that flexibility 
and on-demand resource allocation are of vital importance in all strategic situations.

Wi-Fi Constructor: Faced with Network 
Planning Problems
Attack and defense strategies born in wars can 
be applied with a wider scope, such as Wi-Fi 
network construction and planning in the wireless 
communications field. Most Wi-Fi network build outs 
may not realize that they are similar to the Marshals of 
France under the threat of Germany seventy years ago. 
Similarly, Wi-Fi network build outs need to think how 
to arrange and manage their resources. In the wireless 
network field, constructors need to make quick and 
accurate judgment calls regarding network planning 
and service models.

In wireless network planning, network constructors 
need to determine high-traffic areas, areas allowing 
access for multiple services such as voice and video 
services, and common data areas. Based on their 
judgment, network constructors determine the types 
and quantities of Access Points (APs). This process is 
similar to the military strategy of dividing the entire 
coverage area into main defense areas, moderate 
defense areas, and general defense areas.

From an initial perspective, things will go as per plan 
if the actual user traffic and service model developed 
as expected. However, once the environment and 
services change, a more flexible and elastic mechanism 
is needed.

Two years ago, wireless networks were merely used 

to replace wired networks in order to provide similar 
access performance. As mobility changes office modes 
and service procedure, wireless networks must adapt 
to changing needs.

Similar problems frequently occur in enterprises. 
For example, wireless resources in the meeting 
room are easily exhausted because the number of 
participants in a temporary meeting exceeds the usual 
limit. A marketing department which has high network 
requirements moves to another area allocated with 
lower network priority, disturbing the enterprise’s 
network settings. Usually, enterprises do not have the 
time or funds to resolve these problems once these 
problems are encountered.

To effectively solve the problems, Wi-Fi networks 
at the access layer need to be elastic. When user traffic 
surges, network capacity can be flexibly expanded 
as required. However, current wireless networks can 
hardly provide elastic performance.

Issue: RF Combination Remains 
Unchanged for over Ten Years
It has been 13 years since the IEEE 802.11g standard 
was approved in 2003. During the 13 years, Wi-Fi 
technologies, APs, and terminals have been rapidly 
developing. Thanks to the higher bandwidth provided by 
the 5 GHz frequency band, the forwarding rate offered 
by an AP increases from 54 Mbit/s to 1.3 Gbit/s. This is 

By Chen Siyuan
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about a 25-fold increase. With the decrease 
of chip price, terminals now support both 
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency bands rather 
than the single 2.4 GHz frequency band. 
5 GHz frequency band can provide higher 
user capacity and bandwidth with less 
interference.

As the instal led base of  2.4 GHz 
terminals is large, the Radio Frequency 
(RF) combination of ‘2.4 GHz + 5 GHz’ has 
remained unchanged for over ten years. If 
more 5 GHz frequency bands are required 
to increase the network capacity, customers 
have to add APs and disable some 2.4 GHz 
frequency bands. This wastes about 50% of 
investment.

Obviously, wireless networks are in dire 
need of change. RF combination is the first 
change to be affected.

SDR: Makes a Wireless Network 
Adaptable to Changing Needs
In 2014, Huawei developed the Software-
Defined Radio (SDR) solution targeting the 
stadium scenario. 

In addition to 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz 
frequency bands, the solution supports 
software-defined policies. In brief, the RF 
combination can be shifted to ‘5 GHz + 
5 GHz.’ All APs can work on the 5 GHz 
frequency band which provides more clean 
wireless environment, more available 
channels, and higher forwarding rate. This 
combination improves the access bandwidth 
to 2.6 Gbit/s. Compared with the traditional 
fixed combination of ‘2.4 GHz + 5 GHz,’ 
the new combination improves 50% of 
throughput and increases 40% of the number 
of allowed access users.

Two years ago, wireless 
networks were merely used 
to replace wired networks in 
order to provide similar access 
performance. As mobility 
changes office modes and 
service procedure, wireless 
networks must adapt to 
changing needs.>>

Figure 1
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Dual-5G mode will force the abandonment 
of the 2.4 GHz frequency band. In 2016, 
Huawei has upgraded the SDR solution to 
SDR2.0, which can be applied to the triple-
radio AP4030TN. The AP4030TN supports 
three RF combinations:

• 2.4 GHz + 2.4 GHz + 5 GHz 
(applicable to the Internet of Things 

scenario)
• 2.4 GHz + 5 GHz + 5 GHz
• 5 GHz + 5 GHz + 5 GHz
Administrators can flexibly choose a RF 

combination. A single AP can support the 
concurrent access of 100 users and provide 
4 Mbit/s bandwidth for each user.

In addition to defining the new RF 
combinations, SDR can define the RF to 
work in the monitoring mode in wireless 
positioning solutions. The RF environment 
then can be dynamically detected, providing 
real-time data for radio calibration, and 
improving the precision of wireless location 
to 3 meters.

The recently popular Network Functions 
Virtualization (NFV) transforms dedicated 
hardware to general hardware in order to re-
define the network resource allocation mode. 
Like NFV, SDR re-defines the wireless 
resource allocation mode, shifting the static 
mode to dynamic mode.▲

In addition to defining the new 
RF combinations, SDR can 
define the RF to work in the 
monitoring mode in wireless 
positioning solutions. The 
RF environment then can 
be dynamically detected, 
providing real-time data for 
radio calibration, and improving 
the precision of wireless 
location to 3 meters.>>

Figure 2. Huawei AP4030TN Supports Three RF Combinations
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Guest room reconstruction resulted in guest 
complaints
Near a beautiful coastline, a large number of high-
end hotels are scattered. Nick is the boss of one of the 
hotels but he is not happy recently. His hotel was faced 
with fierce competition from the surrounding hotels, 
and guests complained about the weak soundproofing 
capability of guest rooms. To mitigate guests 
complaints, Nick decided to reconstruct the hotel and 
enhance soundproofing capability of guest rooms, with 
the aim of providing a better comfort environment and 
improving the hotel’s competitiveness.

After reconstruction, the soundproofing capability of 
the guest rooms improved significantly. Nick believed 
that the comfortable environment would certainly 

attract more guests. However, after just two weeks, 
IT manager of the hotel reported that many guests 
complained about the hotel’s Wi-Fi quality. Wi-Fi 
signals were weak inside guest rooms and guests could 
not even browse web pages. Nick was very confused 
and could not figure out why did this happen when 
they only reconstructed the hotel’s rooms, rather than 
the network?

The hotel used the traditional settled Access Point 
(AP) solution which deployed APs in corridors. 
Each AP covered four rooms. Signals needed to 
penetrate walls to reach inside rooms, resulting in 
signal weakening. Despite of all this, signals could 
meet guests’ requirements for daily Internet surfing. 
However, during the room reconstruction, soundproof 

How to Choose the 
Optimum Solution for 
Indoor Environments?
By Yang Yu

Huawei’s Agile 
Distributed Wi-Fi 
Solution ensures 

good signal 
coverage, requires 
low reconstruction 

costs, and 
supports simple 
management.>>
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Generally speaking, the wall 
plate AP solution applies to 
medium- and small-scale 
networks covering 50 to 200 
rooms but this solution does 
not have advantages in terms 
of investment and management 
costs.>>

materials such as asbestos boards and 
marble tiles were added. These materials 
further deteriorated wireless signals.

In fact, situations similar to this can be 
seen all throughout daily life. For example, 
the wall-penetration signal coverage 
problem often occurs in student dormitories 
and hospital wards. Signal weakening occurs 
anytime that signal sources are deployed 
outside rooms. Therefore, deploying signal 
sources inside rooms becomes a more 
favorable choice. Previously, the industry 
released the wall plate AP solution to resolve 
the wall penetration problem.

Wall Plate AP Solution
Wall plate APs are deployed inside rooms 
and signals do not need to penetrate walls. 

Additionally, wall plate APs can easily 
install in an 86-type box without damaging 
the original fitment and building structure. 
For a guest room of 40 square meters, if 10 
users in the guest room access the network 
simultaneously, each user can obtain up to 
25 Mbit/s bandwidth. The wall plate AP 
solution resolves problems of weak indoor 
signals and insufficient bandwidth.

Though the solution provides high 
performance and can be easily deployed, its 
investment costs are high. Nick’s hotel has 
643 guest rooms, each of which requires a 
wall plate AP. Moreover, each AP requires 
a license. License costs account for 20% to 
30% of the device costs. For a large-scale 
hotel, the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 
increases by 30% compared with the TCO 
in the settled AP solution. Meanwhile, it is a 
big challenge for the network management 
personnel to manage 643 APs.

Generally speaking, the wall plate AP 
solution applies to medium- and small-scale 
networks covering 50 to 200 rooms but this 
solution does not have advantages in terms 
of investment and management costs. The 
industry then released the indoor distributed 
AP solution.

Distributed AP Solution
The distributed AP solution uses Radio 
Frequency (RF) cables and deploys antennas 
inside rooms. This avoids signal weakening 
caused by wall penetration and decreases 
influence of complex environments on 
wireless signals. Signals may also attenuate 
when transmit over RF cables (signal quality 
weakens 8% to 23% based on the RF cable 
length, much smaller than the 52% decrease 
caused by wall materials). Each distributed 
AP covers eight rooms. The number of 
needed APs is 13% of the number of APs 
needed in the wall plate AP solution. The 
distributed AP solution has advantages on 
investment and management costs.

However, the actual coverage effect is not 

Difficult 
maintenance

02

High 
investment

Many nodes
Many APs

03

01

Wall Plate AP Solution:
High Investment and Maintenance Costs
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Huawei’s Agile 
Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution 
improves 
the coverage 
performance 
of wireless 
networks and user 
experience. It also 
simplifies device 
management and 
configurations.>>

satisfactory. During peak hours, the speed of website 
loading is slow, let alone that of video loading. In 
fact, two or three terminals in each of eight rooms 
have accessed a single AP, which overloads the AP. 
In a dormitory room, an average of eight terminals 
in each room may access the same AP, where 
network access experience is even worse.

Upon project deployment, the distributed AP 
solution also shows disadvantages. RF cables are 
stiff, making them difficult to deploy. Moreover, 
wall drilling is required during deployment, 
which will damage the original building structure. 
Therefore, it is difficult for a hotel boss who has 
just finished guest room reconstruction to accept the 
solution.

The wall plate AP solution resolves problems 
of signal coverage and performance insufficiency 
and enables simple installation and deployment. 
However, the investment and maintenance costs are 
high. The smart distributed AP solution provides 
good signal coverage and low investment, but fails 
to provide high network performance and is difficult 
to deploy.

Is there a solution that inherits advantages and 
eliminates disadvantages of the existing solutions?

Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution
In scenarios such as dormitories, hotels, and hospital 
wards with densely located rooms and complex 
building structure, network performance, network 
construction costs, and management difficulty are 
key issues that need to be considered before network 
deployment. How to achieve balance among 
these issues is a challenging task. Huawei’s Agile 
Distributed Wi-Fi Solution transforms the traditional 
two-layer network architecture of ‘AC + Fit AP’ 
into a three-layer distributed architecture of ‘AC + 
Central AP + Remote Unit (RU).’ This three-layer 
architecture improves the coverage performance 
of wireless networks and user experience. It also 
simplifies device management and configurations. 
● Easy-to-Install RUs
In this solution, RUs are deployed inside rooms. 
They can be embedded into an 86-type box or be 
mounted to a ceiling or wall. A person can install 
an RU into an 86-type box in around five minutes. 

01 03

02 04
Wall drilling,
damaging the 

building structure

A large number of access 
terminals, increasing 
burden on APs

Stiff RF cables,
difficult to deploy

Weak AP signals
Insufficient performance 

Poor user experience

Smart Distributed AP Solution:
Unsatisfactory Coverage Effect
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For areas where the 86-type box is not supported 
or the reserved box installation position is not 
appropriate, customers can use customized 
mounting kits to mount the RUs to a ceiling or 
wall.
● 0 Blind Spots, 10-Fold Network Performance 
Increase
RUs are deployed inside rooms so wireless 
signals do not need to penetrate walls. Tests prove 
that when the Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution is 
used, the RSSI inside rooms ranges from -35 dBm 
to -45 dBm. Compared to the RSSI of -74 dBm in 
the settled AP solution, the indoor signal strength 
is improved by 50%.

Under the architecture of ‘AC + Central AP + 
RU,’ RUs only need to process wireless signals 
and data, and the central AP performs management 
and control. Compared with a traditional AP, the 
modules processed by an RU reduce two thirds, 
improving the wireless performance by 20%. If 
four rooms are to cover and each room has ten 
access users, the bandwidth per capita is up to 30 
Mbit/s. This is four times the bandwidth provided 
in the traditional settled AP solution.

The agile distributed 
Wi-Fi solution resolves 
the problem of poor 
signals in scenarios 
with densely located 
rooms and complex 
building structure, 
such as hotel rooms, 
student dormitories, 
and hospital wards.>>

● Simplified Management
In the Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution, 
only the central AP needs to be managed, 
and configurations on the central AP can be 
automatically delivered to its managed RUs. This 
ensures low management costs. Each central 
AP can manage up to 48 RUs. Therefore, Nick’s 
hotel needs only 14 central APs to cover all guest 
rooms. Compared with the wall plate AP solution 
where 643 nodes need to be managed, the Agile 
Distributed Wi-Fi Solution reduces the number of 
management nodes by over 90%.
● Low Investment
In the Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution, RUs 
require no licenses. Compared with the wall plate 
AP solution, the Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution 
reduces TCO by 40%.

Conclusively, the agile distributed Wi-Fi solution 
resolves the problem of poor signals in scenarios 
with densely located rooms and complex building 
structure, such as hotel rooms, student dormitories, 
and hospital wards. The solution provides 
good signal coverage and simplifies network 
management at low reconstruction costs.▲
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Converging Bluetooth and IoT 
to Expand Wi-Fi Business Value
By Ma Zhenpeng

By converging 
the IoT 

technologies 
and embedded 

Bluetooth 
module, Huawei 

AP4050DN-E 
achieves 

Wi-Fi network 
coverage and 

IoT technology 
applications 

using only one 
set of network 

devices.>>

I n the Internet era, traditional in-store way of shopping is changing as more and more consumers choose 
to shop online, presenting challenges to traditional business models. Merchants have to rack their brains 
to boost offline consumption. For example, they intensify product promotion in stores or extend offline 

marketing outreach efforts. However, these measures go largely unnoticed by target customers. Merchants must 
seek new, more effective methods. With its low cost, Wi-Fi is gaining popularity in the business world. Free 
Wi-Fi is now the norm in shopping malls, and improving business through Wi-Fi use becomes a cost-effective 
option.

Wi-Fi Location Accuracy Directly Determines 
Business Application Effect
The business system matches AP locations on Wi-Fi 
networks with store information in maps. When 
customers access Wi-Fi networks, the business system:

• Collects data such as login time, venues, and 
logout time.

• Obtains the stay duration data based on online 

periods.
• Maps flow lines according to motion paths.
• Calculates flow density based on access number in 

each area.
After the business system analyzes the data, it 

pushes tailored coupons or ads to customers, thereby 
achieving precision marketing. During this process, all 
data analysis is based on customer access locations, 
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which are obtained through the use of Wi-Fi. 
Therefore, Wi-Fi location accuracy directly affects 
how well business applications can be used and 
promoted.

Trade-off between Network Service Quality 
and Location Accuracy?
Wi-Fi location works by using APs to:

• Periodically collect mobile phone signal strength.
• Calculate the distance to terminals through three 

or more separate pieces of signal strength data.
• Determine access locations according to the 

triangular location algorithm. 
More AP deployment means higher location 

accuracy. However, terminal signal strength easily 
changes in environments with interference. For 
example, signal blocking from body movement and 
signal refraction from bumping into walls both affect 
reliability of signal strength data collected by APs, 
affecting location accuracy. 

Currently, Wi-Fi location solutions from 
mainstream suppliers achieve location accuracy 
between 3 m and 5 m. Accuracy in most suppliers’ 
solutions only reaches 5 m to 8 m, or sometimes 
10 m. Although location accuracy can be improved 
by optimizing the location algorithm, increasing 

signal collection frequency (for higher signal 
strength stability and reliability), and increasing AP 
deployment density, these measures will not result in 
significant changes because: 

• Optimizing the location algorithm is technically 
challenging. Many small manufacturers have 
limited technology, preventing them from making 
breakthroughs in this area.

• If an AP collects terminal signals more 
frequently, its performance is more greatly affected. 
As terminals to be located increase, network 
performance also decreases exponentially. 

• Adding APs improves the deployment density 
but it increases the cost as well. When the AP 
density increases, interference between APs also 
increases, which significantly deteriorates network 
performance.

Yes! Bluetooth Location Compensates for 
the Weaknesses
Instead of constantly making efforts to improve 
Wi-Fi location accuracy, merchants might as well 
find other easier, more reliable methods. Early 
on, Bluetooth was overlooked due to its short 
transmission distance, poor penetration capability, 
and low bandwidth, but has now been endowed 

Instead of 
constantly 
making efforts 
to improve Wi-Fi 
location accuracy, 
merchants might 
as well find other 
easier, more 
reliable methods. 
Bluetooth is just 
a good choice 
because it is 
energy-saving, 
compact, and cost-
effective.>>

Figure 1. Wi-Fi Location
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with a new value in customer location with the 
introduction of Beacon. Compared with Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth is energy-saving, compact, and cost-
effective. Such advantages allow its location 
accuracy to reach between 1 m and 3 m, and at 
times even shorter than 1 m.

Bluetooth locates customers as follows:
• Bluetooth Beacons periodically broadcast 

information.
• Upon receipt of the information, mobile phone 

App calculates the distance to corresponding 
Beacon station according to signal strength.

• The App uses the triangular location algorithm 
to calculate mobile phone locations.

Indeed, Bluetooth location and Wi-Fi location 
both use signal strength to calculate distance 
between APs and terminals or between Beacon 
stations and terminals, and use the triangular 
location algorithm to determine access locations. 
However, Bluetooth Beacons outperform Wi-Fi in 

that they are:
• Energy-saving, with built-in batteries with 

service lives over 1 year. 
• Easy to install, without the need to consider 

power supply issues during deployment. 
• Cost-effective, meeting the cost control 

requirements of mass deployment. 
As such, Beacons can be deployed more 

densely than APs, which indicates improved 
location accuracy. 

In addition, Bluetooth location provides 
more stable signal strength than Wi-Fi location. 
During Bluetooth location, Beacons periodically 
broadcast information, allowing moving mobile 
phones to receive constant and stable signals. In 
contrast, during Wi-Fi location, signal strengths 
collected by APs are largely dependent on data 
transmission between these APs and mobile 
phones. If there is no data transmission, the 
collected signal strengths are often not continuous 
and stable.

In commercial Wi-Fi environments, Bluetooth 
location improves usage effect of business 
applications. In addition, Beacons only need 
to provide signal strengths during Bluetooth 
location. Data transmission between the location 
servers and terminal Apps still depends on 
carriers’ networks or Wi-Fi networks. Location is 
completed only after multiple data exchanges. For 
this reason, Bluetooth location data carried over 
Wi-Fi networks will not add any additional traffic 
fees for customers.

Bluetooth Modules Are Built into APs
Bluetooth location will undoubtedly improve 
business application usage. However, problems 
that come with setting up a separate network 
must also be considered. These problems include 
site selection and power supply of Beacon 
management devices, unified portal of Bluetooth 
location data and Wi-Fi network data, and 
management of all Bluetooth devices.

Huawei AP4050DN-E contains embedded 
Bluetooth modules. This AP model, working 
with the Huawei eSight server, achieves location 
accuracy of 1 m and supports the WeChat Figure 2. Bluetooth Location

In commercial 
Wi-Fi 
environments, 
Bluetooth 
location improves 
usage effect 
of business 
applications, 
and Bluetooth 
location data 
carried over 
Wi-Fi networks 
will not add 
any additional 
traffic fees for 
customers.>>
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Figure 3. Huawei Bluetooth Location

Shake function, further enriching business Wi-Fi 
applications. The AP4050DN-E can directly power 
its built-in Bluetooth modules, resolving the site 
selection and power supply problems of Beacon 
management devices. It can also convert Bluetooth 
protocol data into IP data to complete in-depth 
coupling between Bluetooth and Wi-Fi networks, 
resolving the unified portal problem of different 
network data. 

The eSight server can manage Bluetooth 
modules to centrally control bottom-layer Bluetooth 
Beacons, can maintain Beacon location information, 
and display the real-time status of Beacons, such 
as Beacon connection and battery power status. 
If a Beacon loses its connection with the eSight 
server or its power is insufficient, the server clearly 
displays the exception. An administrator can easily 
find the faulty Beacon based on the information 
displayed in a map and handle the exception. 

Flexible IoT Expansion, Poised for Future 
IoT Development
In addition to Bluetooth, IoT technologies, such as 
RFID, ZigBee, and ANT, are being widely applied 
across various industries. For example, RFID is 
used in the healthcare field to prevent baby theft 
or implement Mobile Injection; ZigBee is used in 
the industrial manufacturing field for automatic 

electricity meter reading. However, like Bluetooth, 
these applications also encounter data integration 
and management problems. Setting up a separate 
data network or management platform for them is 
troublesome. It is a better option to integrate them 
into an existing mature network or management 
platform. 

Huawei AP4050DN-E not only contains 
embedded Bluetooth module but also realizes the 
convergence of IoT technologies, such as RFID, 
ZigBee, and ANT. This AP model achieves Wi-Fi 
network coverage and IoT technology applications 
using only one set of network devices. For example, 
Huawei AP4050DN-E provides three built-in Mini 
PCIe interfaces to extend the IoT modules and 
supports mixed insertion of the modules, allowing 
you to choose based on requirements. It is able to 
supply PoE power to another AP or IoT modules. 
Compliant with 802.11ac Wave 2, the AP4050DN-E 
provides significantly improved multi-user access 
performance, with a maximum rate of 1.267 Gbit/s 
(867 Mbit/s [5 GHz] + 400 Mbit/s [2.4 GHz] = 1.267 
Gbit/s).

The AP4050DN-E has open interfaces, enabling 
flexible and extended access from various IoT 
devices. Enterprises can easily complete rapid IoT 
deployment or future application expansion, without 
the need to worry about future IoT development.▲

The AP4050DN-E 
has open interfaces, 
enabling flexible and 
extended access 
from various IoT 
devices. Enterprises 
can easily 
complete rapid 
IoT deployment or 
future application 
expansion, without 
the need to worry 
about future IoT 
development.>>
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Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution
By Wei Yupeng

The international 
third-party test 
authority Tolly 
Group’s tests 
verified high 

performance, 
good coverage, 

and easy 
management of 

Huawei Agile 
Distributed Wi-Fi 

Solution.>>

H uawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution transforms the traditional AC + Fit AP architecture into a 
three-layer AC + central AP + Remote Unit (RU) distributed architecture by dividing the Fit AP layer 
into two parts (central APs and RUs). Central APs provide forwarding and management functions. 

RUs only manage air interfaces and process radio signals. This solution separates the forwarding plane from 
the control plane and improves radio performance. RUs can be installed in rooms and provide full indoor 
coverage without coverage holes. This solution is ideal for scenarios with a high-density of rooms, such as 
student dormitory buildings, hotels, and hospitals. It provides superior performance, good coverage, and easy 
management.

Tolly engineers compared Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution with wall plate AP solutions and 
indoor settled AP solutions from other vendors. They 
also evaluated features of Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution, including elastic scalability, easy 
management, self-networking, and Internet of Things 
(IoT) function integration.

Tolly designed a test environment that contained 
four rooms for evaluating Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution. Each room had one Huawei RU or 
two wall plate APs from other vendors installed on the 

wall. Each room had 10 users. Three settled APs were 
installed to the ceiling in the hallway.

Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution Vs. 
Wall Plate AP Solutions
● Single-User Performance
Tolly engineers used one Apple MacBook Pro as the test 
STA in room 1 to evaluate the single-user performance 
provided by Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution 
and wall plate AP solutions from other vendors.

Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution using the 

Figure 1. Service Performance Comparison between Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution and Wall Plate AP 
Solutions from Other Vendors

Tolly Group Test on
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Testing

Tolly engineers 
compared Huawei 
Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution with 
other two wall plate 
AP solutions and 
three indoor settled 
AP solutions from 
other vendors. The 
test results showed 
that Huawei Agile 
Distributed Wi-Fi 
Solution can 
provide higher 
performance and 
better experience for 
users.>>

Figure 2. Comparison of Signal Coverage and Service Performance between Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi 
Solution and Indoor Settled AP Solutions from Other Vendors

R240D provided 621.96 Mbit/s TCP downstream 
throughput for a single user. For details, see Figure 1.

This test showed that Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution provided 122% and 128% higher 
single-user performance than the other two wall 
plate AP solutions.
● Multi-User Performance
Tolly engineers used 10 Apple MacBook Pros as test 
STAs in room 1 to evaluate multi-user performance 
provided by Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi 
Solution and wall plate AP solutions from other 
vendors.

Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution provided 
34.49 Mbit/s TCP downstream throughput for each 
user. For details, see Figure 1.

This test showed that Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution provided 45% and 41% higher multi-
user performance than the other two wall plate AP 
solutions.

Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution Vs. 
Indoor Settled AP Solutions
In the test environment with four rooms, Tolly 
engineers used 10 test STAs in each room  to 
evaluate the signal coverage and multi-user service 
performance of Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi 
Solution and three indoor settled AP solutions from 
other vendors.
● Signal Coverage
In room 1, Tolly engineers randomly selected four 
locations to evaluate the Received Signal Strength 
Indication (RSSI). Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi 
Solution had higher signal strength which is 12 
dB, 18 dB, and 22 dB higher than that of indoor 
settled AP solutions from the other three vendors. 
Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution provided 
better indoor signal coverage than indoor settled 
AP solutions from other vendors.
● Multi-User Performance
Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution provided 
31.62 Mbit/s TCP downstream throughput for each 

user on average. For details, see Figure 2.
This test showed that Huawei Agile Distributed 

Wi-Fi Solution provided 4.87 times, 5.38 times, and 
4.51 times higher multi-user service performance 
than the tested indoor settled AP solutions.

Evaluation of  Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-
Fi Solution Features
• Elastic scalability: The AD9430DN-12 central AP 
can directly manage 12 RUs, and the AD9430DN-24 
can directly manage 24 RUs. 

Tolly engineers verified that, using one PoE 
switch in the middle to provide more ports, one 
AD9430DN-12 can manage 24 RUs and one 
AD9430DN-24 can manage 48 RUs.

• Easy management: The RUs are plug-and-play. 
The AC only needs to manage central APs. While 
building a Wi-Fi network, a customer only needs to 
buy one central AP management license for every 48 
rooms (with one RU installed in each room). 

• Self-networking: In Huawei Agile Distributed 
Wi-Fi Solution, a central AP can quickly build a 
small- or medium-scale wireless network with 
the help of RUs. No AC or Network Management 
System (NMS) is required. This solution is 
applicable to small- or medium-sized enterprises and 
reduces network construction costs.

Tolly engineers logged in to the web page of a 
central AP and completed service configuration and 
deployment in 5 steps within three minutes. When 
needed, administrators can switch the working 
mode of an AP with one click, and flexibly select 
a self-networking architecture or the AC + Fit AP 
architecture.

• IoT function integration: Huawei Agile 
Distributed Wi-Fi Solution supports IoT function 
integration. While providing high-quality wireless 
network coverage, this solution can also achieve 
IoT function integration and meets specific IoT 
application requirements, for example, healthcare, 
warehousing, and logistics.▲
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The Persistence of Quality
By Kong Weihua

Every hot sale is 
a result of details 

and quality 
with perfection. 

Huawei, a true 
believer in details 

and quality, 
creates excellent 
Wi-Fi network for 

enterprises.>>

T he Swiss’ dedication to quality has won their watches a global reputation for over a 
century. Originality can be seen among every watch, each with its own unique design. 
Each component of Mercedes Benz is created to perfection, building worldwide trust 

on this brand. Further, Nintendo Game Boy is popular around the world for its emphasis on 
user experience… As the leading manufacturer in the wireless network field, Huawei follows 
strict quality standards for all its products in all aspects, from product design to component 
selection, and from reliability verification to performance test. Huawei’s persistence of quality 
helps create classic Wi-Fi products for enterprises in various industries.

Design: No Room for Faults and Defects
AP is an important device that works on the access layer of a wireless network. Take apart an AP, 
and you will find that thousands of components are scattered on the board like stars, seemingly in 
disorder, but in fact well-placed. Among all the components, the RF chip is the main unit for AP 
to process all wireless data. Therefore, it is not an overstatement to call it the ‘heart’ of the AP. An 
unnoticeable small unit working with the RF chip, known as crystal resonator, is called the ‘heart’ 
of the chip by professionals.

In 2015, when Huawei developed a commercial 802.11ac Wave 2 product, it found the 
problem of overheating and high power consumption brought by heavy data traffic: the highest 
temperature of a chip surpassed 100°C. In such case, the crystal resonator, whose standard 
working temperature was 85°C, would become faulty even before the due time. This became a 
big problem of the product. Having negotiated with the chips manufacturer, Huawei designers 
found that it was hard to purchase the crystal resonators with 100°C of standard working 
temperature in bulk, which meant the quality and lifespan of a product would be greatly affected 
because of this small chip. It is Huawei policy to never release products that have potential risks. 
Therefore, the designers redesigned the original plan, and solved the problem of overheating by 
cooling the chips at a faster rate. In twenty days of adjustments and tests, the highest temperature 
of chips decreased from 105°C to 100°C, and to 90°C, and finally to 85°C. The potential risks of 
the crystal resonator were avoided, and AP’s quality was guaranteed.

Besides the design, Huawei is also particular with the choice of components. Because of this, 
Huawei is both loved and hated by the component suppliers. They love Huawei because Huawei 
is both willing to make sacrifices in bidding, yet never gives in when it comes to the performance 
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and reliability of components; they hate Huawei 
because it is willing to discontinue production of 
products with even the smallest faults.

Reliability Standards: 10% More than 
Excellence
“High standards make common goods; medium 
standards make defective goods; low standards 
make nothing.” If the excellent goods are the 
goal, higher or even ‘extreme’ standards must 
be adopted. In popular words, 10% more than 
excellence.
● 20°C-higher Standard Ensures Products in 
Harsh Conditions
At the beginning of 2015, a famous air 
conditioner manufacturer came to Huawei, 
hoping to have a Wi-Fi device that was resistant 
to the high temperature of 50°C in the air-
conditioning test workshop. This is not an easy 
requirement. This client had adopted another 
manufacturer’ Wi-Fi device before, which was 
supposed to work well in 50°C condition, but 
experienced abnormal restart and decreased rate 

in the first month.
This failure was caused by lower industry test 

standards and less strict design. For the test in 
high and low temperature, the common method is 
to place an AP in a constant temperature chamber 
to be cyclically tested for 7x24 hours. If no faults 
occur in the whole duration, the AP is deemed 
to meet the requirements. Take the example of 
indoor AP:

The highest temperature that an AP can 
function is usually 50°C, and the standardized 
method is to set the temperature of the constant 
temperature chamber to 50°C. At the end of the 
test period, if the AP still works well, the high-
temperature test is considered successful.

But Huawei has higher standards: it raises 
the highest temperature by 20°C, and extends 
the temperature range to –40°C to 70°C. The 
time duration for the test is 15 days. Only when 
all samples are tested normal can the test be 
successful. Such long-duration test of large 
samples can expose design problems, potential 
bugs of the components, and processing 
problems. With these problems solved, the 
products will be better refined and more stable.

Apart from temperature tests, to improve 
the operating reliability of a product, Huawei 
also has its APs to be tested for electromagnetic 
compatibility, Production Compliance, gas 
corrosion-resistance, salt spray resistance, wind 
resistance, ice resistance, dust resistance, and water 
resistance. There are in total 44 big tests and more 
than 1000 small tests, and every test is required to 
meet or even surpass industry standards.
● 12 GHz Wider Frequency Range Makes 
Global Products
Elec t romagnet ic  Compat ib i l i ty  (EMC) 
standard is an evaluation of the electromagnetic 
interference and anti-interference capability of 
electronic products. It is one important indicator 
of product quality. Faced with a global market, 
Huawei Wi-Fi products are required to meet 
not only the EMC Standard of China, but also 
the CE of the European Union and the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) standard 
of the United States. These two standards are The Thermostat for Temperature Test

Apart from temperature 
tests, to improve the 
operating reliability of 
a product, Huawei also 
has its APs to be tested 
for electromagnetic 
compatibility, 
Production Compliance, 
gas corrosion-
resistance, salt 
spray resistance, 
wind resistance, 
ice resistance, dust 
resistance, and water 
resistance.>>
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accepted by 90% countries in the world. Take 
Radiated Emission (RE) of EMC test as an example. 
The Chinese standard states that the frequency range 
of 30 MHz to 6 GHz is suitable, whereas the FCC 
requires a frequency range of 30 MHz to 18 GHz, 
12 GHz more than Chinese standard. This standard 
prevents the interference of Wi-Fi products to other 
high-frequency electronic products. In terms of 
human health, FCC standard requires the tested 
products must comply with Class B standard, which 
is three times stricter than the generally-accepted 
Class A standard. Wi-Fi products that can pass FCC 
tests are therefore much safer to human health.

Besides this, to ensure that the device is harmless 
and stable, every Huawei Wi-Fi device is required 
to pass Production Compliance tests, which are 
much stricter than industrial standards. Take the 
drop test in mechanical strength test as an example: 
in a usual test, packaged devices are dropped from 
1 m high; while in Huawei’s test, the height is 1.5 
m, and unpackaged devices are also required to be 
tested. This design considers the dropping scenarios 
during transportation and installation. A small 
modification to the test method brings a lower fault 
rate and higher reliability.
● An Extra 15 Minutes Ensures Qualified 
Products in Extreme Conditions
As outdoor APs usually work in open-air 
environment, the water proof, dust proof and 
lightening proof performance is an important key 
performance indicator (KPI). Generally, outdoor 
APs have good dust-resistant and water-resistant 
performance when at the IP67 protection level. 
Dust-resistance at the level of ‘6’ means not a speck 
of dust can get into the device; water-resistance 
at the level of ‘7’ means the device can still work 
after thirty minutes’ soaking in the water. However, 
the test standard for thirty minutes’ soaking is not 
applicable for the devices placed in rainy places. 
So Huawei extends the soaking time to 45 minutes 
— quite an extreme condition to test the water-
resistance performance of APs.

Test Environment: Much Stricter than 
Industrial Standards
Huawei puts a great emphasis on product test. 

To ensure the excellent performance and stable 
quality of every product, the standard for each test 
procedure is much stricter than industry standard.
● Compatibility Laboratory Covering 80% of 
Operation Systems and Chips
The statistics show that to this day there are more 
than one hundred famous smartphone brands in the 
world. Though the top 10 brands take 80% of the 
market share, the Wi-Fi performance of every single 
STA varies between brands and operation systems. 
To guarantee good access experience for different 
STAs in Wi-Fi networks, interconnection with STAs 
of different brands must be tested. This is called the 
STA compatibility test. The quantity and brands of 
tested STAs are the top priority of the test.

To guarantee good STA compatibility with Wi-Fi 
networks, Huawei Suzhou research institution 
invests heavily to build the best equipped laboratory 
for STA compatibility.

• Brands and Quantity: more than 140 STAs from 
20 main brands that take up 90% market share, 
as well as mainstream STA types and operation 
systems in the recent 3 years.

• Brands: top 10 brands in the world and main 
brands in China, including Apple, Samsung, 
Huawei, Xiaomi, Lenovo, Coolpad, Vivo, HTC, 

Huawei puts a 
great emphasis on 
product test. To 
ensure the excellent 
performance and 
stable quality of 
every product, the 
standard for each 
test procedure 
is much stricter 
than industry 
standard.>>

Different STAs
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LG, Meizu, Sony, TCL, ZTE, YotaPhone2, and 
Blackberry.

• Chips: main chips providers who take up 95% 
market share, such as Broadcom, Qualcomm, Marvell, 
and Ralink.

• Operation Systems: main operation systems, 
including Windows, iOS, Android, and Symbian. 
At least five versions of each operating system are 
selected.

• STA Forms: tablet, mobile phone, notebook, 
wireless phone, wireless NIC, and STAs used in 
special industries.

As for the test items, besides the basic items (for 
example, access, STA performance, authentication 
and encryption, and roaming), band steering and 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) that are essential 
to a good user experience are also added to ensure 
perfect experience for any user with any STA in a 
Wi-Fi network.
● Simulate Real Mobile Experience Test 
Environment
The popularity of BYOD has lifted people from their 
seats. Despite the convenience, signal interruption 
can occur when users are moving. For example, a 

call while driving or a mobile STA’s access to 
a Wi-Fi network may be interrupted. To ensure 
the best Wi-Fi performance in mobile scenarios, 
repeated tests are required so that technologies 
and network deployment can be improved.

Huawei Suzhou research institution has built a 
professional mobile experience test laboratory. In 
this laboratory, manual test is replaced by smart 
robots. The robots can simulate people’s moving 
paths and walking speed, and roam irregularly; at 
the same time, the robots with multiple STAs can 
simulate voice and video interactions in real time to 
test the network’s compatibility with different STAs. 
This can simulate the BYOD office environment of 
an enterprise.

In each test, the robot carrying various STAs 
moves irregularly in an area of about 200 m² for 
more than one hour, triggering more than 200 
roaming actions. This is to test the STAs’ handover 
performance between different APs. During the test, 
the STAs placed on the robot also make video calls 
to test the roaming performance of mobile STAs. 
The test succeeds only if the video calls are not 
interrupted and services are stable throughout the 
more than 200 roaming actions within one hour.
● Multi-user Service Test Environment Based on 
Models of World’s Top Stadiums
Signal Iduna Park in Dortmund is the biggest 

Huawei Suzhou 
research 
institution 
has built a 
professional 
mobile experience 
test laboratory. 
In this laboratory, 
manual test is 
replaced by smart 
robots. The robots 
with multiple 
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voice and video 
interactions in 
real time to test 
the network’s 
compatibility with 
different STAs.>>
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stadium in Germany, accommodating 73,000 
spectators on average, and with up to 21,000 
spectators’ accessing the Wi-Fi network in peak 
time. Beijing National Stadium, or Bird’s Nest, is 
the biggest steel-structured stadium in the world and 
can accommodate 91,000 spectators. In the 2015 
IAAF World Champions, this stadium had 12,000 
spectators on average; CCTV Headquarters is the 
biggest wireless office building in Asia, and there are 
more than 10,000 employees working on the move 
each day. The former two buildings have the highest 
access density: more than sixty STAs access a single 
AP concurrently; the latter building is a symbol 
for multiple services: the network has to provide 
a bandwidth of 2 Mbit/s per-user, and carry web 
browsing, video, and voice services concurrently.

In regards to the access density of Signal Iduna 
Park, Huawei engineers deployed three 802.11ac 
APs in a laboratory of 100 m² to carry out density 
test with 220 STAs; at the same time, by referring to 
the wireless workspace in CCTV Headquarters, there 
are 80 STAs playing video, 130 STAs downloading 
and browsing webs, and 10 STAs having voice calls. 
The test is divided into three phases, and each phase 
is conducted based on the former phase. In each 
different phase, traffic volume and service types are 
added to adapt to different service environments. 
Finally, these procedures are applied to the multiple-
user service test. Through this test method, Huawei 
creates excellent user experience.
● Super Tester That Simulates 100,000 STAs’ 
Concurrent Access
One of the biggest challenges in high-density 
scenarios is the AC performance when a large number 

of STAs go online concurrently. This is common in 
places with large crowds and frequent authentications 
such as schools and stations. But in laboratories, 
testing for large number of STAs’ access is impossible. 
Therefore, Huawei has developed a ‘super tester’ 
to test the concurrent processing capability of ACs 
for access authentication. One port of this tester 
can simulate the environment of 1,000 APs and 
10,000 STAs, and the entire tester can simulate the 
environment of 4000 APs and 100,000 STAs, that is 
to say, a football field of 100,000 spectators is moved 
into the laboratory. In one second, a port can provide 
concurrent access to 500 STAs, or 300 roaming STAs, 
which simulates scenarios where a Wi-Fi network that 
provides access to 100,000 STAs in 200 seconds when 
spectators enter the stadium.

Accumulation is Essential for Success
In July of 1999, Huawei had its first Wi-Fi network 
patent. Since then, Huawei has been developing 
Wi-Fi products for seventeen years, won more than 
2000 patents, and served more than 1000 customers. 
Huawei Wi-Fi technical expert, Doctor Osama 
Aboulmagd, is now the chairman of IEEE 802.11ax 
TG, and is leading the plan for the next-generation 
Wi-Fi standard. In 2015, Huawei caught the attention 
of Gartner and IDC: it became the only Chinese 
competitor of Gartner MQ and the main partner of 
IDC MarketScape.

With the accumulation in wireless technologies, 
top-class experts all around the world, and 
continuous investment in R&D, Huawei keeps its 
leading role in the industry, and will continue to 
strive in the Wi-Fi market.▲
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Best Wi-Fi 
Network 
Guidance

W ith the emergence of mobile office, fixed work stations, offices, and other forms of conventional 
workplaces have been rendered redundant. People can roam and work anytime and in any 
location: at home and offices, and even during journeys. The binds that tie people and network 

infrastructure together have become increasingly weak as people can access the Internet through 4G, wired, or 
Wi-Fi networks. Mobile office focuses on flexible switching of mobility policies between different areas, and 
Wi-Fi roaming is the cornerstone of wireless mobility.

Wi-Fi roaming is commonly applicable to mobile 
office scenarios for the purposes of receiving and 
sending office data (for example, copying files and 
receiving or sending emails). It is also typically 
applicable to warehousing scenarios where voice and 
video data is synchronously transmitted during mobile 
inventory checking. In the former scenario, resumable 
data transfer or data retransmission is supported, so 
customers focus more on the bandwidth requirement 
during roaming. In the latter scenario, customers focus 
more on real-time data transmission for ensuring 
production efficiency. Users are unaware of roaming 
in both scenarios. However, having benefited from 
mature WLAN deployment planning and more cost-

effective APs, users may have connected to four or five 
APs within a distance of only 100 m.

A qualified Wi-Fi roaming network can be built by 
deploying more APs and conducting accurate network 
planning. However, exceptions always arise. There 
are still several problems with Wi-Fi roaming. The 
following describes how to address these problems in a 
few specific scenarios.

Why Is the Wi-Fi Network Disconnected?
● Network Speeds of Some STAs Are Slow 
although They Are Very Close to APs
In a canteen, Jim uses his mobile phone to connect to a 
newly deployed Wi-Fi network and watch videos while 

How to Address the Last Few 
Problems with Wi-Fi Roaming
By Lin Jian and Ji Yongjun
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Figure 1. Switching between Different APs during Irregular Movements of STAs

waiting in a queue. When seated, he continues to 
watch videos, but notices that the video has begun to 
stall and buffer. He notices that an AP is located on the 
ceiling just overhead. Then why is the network speed 
so slow? After waiting a while, Jim finds that the 
video is still buffering. He has to disable the wireless 
network and enable it again. After reassociation, the 
video can once again play properly.
● Wi-Fi Signals of Handheld STAs Are Interrupted 
Intermittently as Environments Change
Today is a very busy day for Jason as a shipment of 
goods is arriving. Jason has worked in this warehouse 
for three years. He is very familiar with the in and out 
processes for goods. He is required to place goods 
onto shelves, scan labels on them using a handheld 
scanner, and then upload data about the goods to 
the inventory management system. Everything is 
generally done in order. With the help of the Wi-Fi 
network, Jason’s work efficiency has been greatly 
improved. He moves between shelves to scan labels 
and upload data. However, the Wi-Fi signal of the 
handheld scanner is cutting out intermittently today. 
By 3 o’clock, he has only uploaded 2/3 of the data that 
should have been uploaded. As goods stack up higher 
and higher on shelves, Wi-Fi signals are interrupted 
more and more frequently and even become wholly 
disconnected in some areas. Jason’s work efficiency is 
therefore greatly affected.

Performing Tests to Find the Root Causes
In the preceding scenarios, the problems are not 
caused by signal coverage or the quantities of 
deployed APs. Then what causes low network speeds 
and signal interruptions during movements of STAs? 
To identify the root causes, engineers built two test 
environments.

Some STAs 
are sticky and 
obstacles block 
radio signals 
in warehousing 
scenarios. 
Although these 
problems occur 
only in partial 
areas, they 
deteriorate user 
experience, 
reduce efficiency, 
and may lead 
to unexpected 
consequences.>>

● Test in an Environment Where STAs Move 
Irregularly
Engineers then allowed robots carrying different 
types of STAs to move irregularly. Engineers 
transmitted videos between these STAs. Real-time 
video transmission is sensitive to bandwidth changes, 
so this test was able to accurately reflect problems 
with mobile roaming.

This test showed that videos froze or even stopped 
playing for a long time when some STAs moved from 
one roaming domain to another. To check whether 
this problem occurred only occasionally, engineers 
continued this test for half an hour and tested signal 
coverage and strength. The test results showed that 
signal coverage and strength remained normal, while 
videos still froze or stopped playing. 

After checking STA roaming tracks on the Network 
Management System (NMS), engineers found that 
some STAs were always associated with APs far 
away from them. This indicated that these STAs were 
sticky and did not actively roam when entering a new 
roaming domain. When a sticky STA moves to a new 
roaming domain, it sticks to the initially associated 
AP with poor signals and does not roam to an AP 
with better signals. As the STA gets farther away 
from the associated AP, the signals received by the 
STA from the AP become weaker, and the bandwidth 
is also lower.
● Test in an Environment with Obstacles
Engineers deployed a Wi-Fi network in an equipment 
room full of racks, simulating warehousing scenarios 
in order to test the impacts of obstacles on the Wi-Fi 
network. In warehousing scenarios, Wi-Fi network 
traffic is not massive but roaming speeds are high. 
Scanners and tablets are used in such scenarios. 
These STAs have high signal receive sensitivity and 
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low transmit power (no more than 100 mW, which 
is even lower than the transmit power of mobile 
phones). Therefore, warehousing scenarios impose 
high demands on Wi-Fi signal coverage and 
strength. To simulate a real warehousing scenario, 
engineers used a tablet for video transmission to 
test bandwidth changes and signal continuity during 
the tablet’s movement. Engineers came across the 
following problem: When warehouses were full of 
obstacles on racks and an engineer moved quickly 
while holding the tablet, the Wi-Fi signal became 
weak and videos froze or even stopped playing. 
The test results showed conclusively that obstacles 
have negative impacts on Wi-Fi signals.

The test results explain the problems that Jim and 
Jason are encountering — some STAs are sticky 
and obstacles block radio signals in warehousing 
scenarios. These problems are not encountered or 
given much consideration during Wi-Fi network 
deployment. Although these problems occur only 
in partial areas, they deteriorate user experience, 
reduce efficiency, and may lead to unexpected 
consequences.

How to Improve STAs’ Roaming Behavior?
The ‘stickiness of STAs’ problem that Jim is 
encountering is not an absolute issue. Not all STAs 
on the market are sticky. However, the stickiness of 
certain STAs can have significantly negative effects. 

Roaming on Wi-Fi networks is different from doing so 
on 3G/4G networks. On Wi-Fi networks, AP selection 
and roaming decision-making are determined by 
STAs. When a sticky STA does not actively roam, a 
common solution in the industry is to log out the STA 
and enable it to go online again. This solution is easy 
to implement but does not consider STA capabilities, 
user experience, or whether the STA can associate 
with other suitable APs.

Now that roaming on Wi-Fi networks is driven 
by STAs, we can attempt to modify STA parameter 
settings to optimize their roaming behavior. We can 
also optimize Wi-Fi networks to enable neighboring 
APs to detect STAs’ signal strength and steer STAs 
to APs with better signals.
● Modifying Driver Parameter Settings of STAs 
to Optimize Their Roaming Behavior
Some STAs’ drivers provide parameters that can 
be configured by users as required. Users can 
modify the settings of roaming-related parameters 
to optimize STAs’ roaming behavior. The roaming 
sensitivity of some STAs can be increased or 
decreased to adjust their roaming aggressiveness. 
For example, Intel’s Network Interface Card (NIC) 
drivers support roaming aggressiveness setting, so 
users can adjust roaming sensitivity as required.
● Enabling Huawei’s Smart Roaming Feature to 
Trigger Active Roaming of STAs
Huawei smart roaming is enabled to change 
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Figure 2. Relationship between a STA’s Network Speed and the STA’s Distance from the Associated AP
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the strength of signals received by STAs from 
neighboring APs to trigger active roaming of the 
STAs. After smart roaming is enabled on an AP, 
the AP can use the 802.11k or 802.11v protocol to 
help associated STAs quickly identify surrounding 
APs to which the STAs can roam. In addition, the 
AP perceives the strength of STAs’ signals, checks 
whether STA roaming is allowed based on specified 
thresholds, and steers STAs to APs with better signals. 
In this way, the active roaming of STAs is realized.

Improving the Adaptability of Wi-Fi 
Networks
These roaming problems can be addressed by 
modifying the driver parameter settings of STAs or 
enabling smart roaming. However, these solutions 
must be implemented on the premise that Wi-Fi 
signals and signal strength are ensured. Scenarios 
such as warehouses, which contain tall shelves and 
workshops full of dust, are complicated. Network 
planning is very important to ensure stable signals 
in such scenarios. To ensure optimal network status, 
Wi-Fi networks need to automatically adjust radio 
parameters to adapt to changing wireless network 

environments.
● Professional Network Designs Provide Full 
Wireless Coverage without Coverage Holes
When planning a Wi-Fi network for a warehouse, 
engineers need to consider signal blocking by unfixed 
obstacles on shelves and the capabilities of low-
power handheld STAs to receive and transmit signals. 
Generally, shelf locations are fixed, but goods on 
shelves changes every day. Different types of goods 
cause different types of signal attenuation. Therefore, 
it is recommended that APs be installed on the 
ceilings of passageways between shelves. AP signals 
should be overlapped to ensure no coverage holes. 
Furthermore, channels must be properly planned 
to prevent interference. Antennas can be installed 
indoors, or Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution 
can be deployed. 
● Enabling Automatic Radio Calibration to 
Strengthen the Adaptability of Wi-Fi Networks
Wireless environments are changing every day. The 
movements of obstacles and interference from other 
devices will cause unexpected affects on transmission 
of radio signals. In such scenarios, Wi-Fi networks 
require automatic radio calibration. If signal 
interference occurs, APs automatically collect 
information on surrounding radio resources for 
analysis,adjust radio transmit power, and select 
radio channels to reduce interference. In this way, 
Wi-Fi networks can automatically adapt to changing 
wireless radio environments and maintain the 
optimal radio resource utilization.

Providing Optimal User Experience
With rapid development of WLAN technologies 
and application of 802.11ac Wave 2 technology, 
Wi-Fi networks are deployed in more and more 
scenarios. High density, rate, and bandwidth are no 
longer bottlenecks for Wi-Fi network deployment. 
Customers focus more on user experience during 
Wi-Fi network deployment. Although many users 
are unaware of mobile roaming, it is nonetheless 
significantly important. It directly affects user 
experience. For Wi-Fi device vendors, focusing 
on every detail to improve user experience should 
not only be considered a desirable attitude but as a 
responsibility.▲

Although most 
users are 
unaware of mobile 
roaming, but it 
directly affects 
user experience. 
For Wi-Fi device 
vendors, focusing 
on every detail 
to improve user 
experience 
should not only 
be considered 
a desirable 
attitude but as a 
responsibility.>>

Figure 3. Wi-Fi Roaming Test in a Scenario with 
Obstacles
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Best Wi-Fi 
Network 
Guidance

How to Easily Conduct 
Wi-Fi Network Planning
By Kong Weihua and Li Qian

Theorists without 
practical work 

experience can 
hardly perform 

accurate and 
proper network 

planning. 
Abundant site 

survey and 
onsite planning 

experience 
are keys to 

success for 
accurate network 

planning and 
optimization.>>

W ireless network planning is always considered high-level work. A wireless network planning 
engineer can plan a large number of network devices. However, network planning engineers 
without practical experience in site surveys or onsite project delivery can hardly make accurate 

and feasible network planning.

As a Huawei network planning engineer, I have 
accumulated abundant onsite planning experience 
from many site surveys, which are the keys for 
accurate network planning and optimization. They 
have helped me greatly in overcoming network 
planning difficulties.

Outdoor Wi-Fi Network Deployment: Site 
Surveys Are Important
● Challenges Caused by Unexpected Interference 
Sources on Building Roofs
BGC is a central business district in Manila of 
Philippines. When it came time to improve BGC’s 
security, a Wi-Fi network was used as a foundation 
for its new video surveillance system. Because of 
low costs, fast deployment, and little impacts on 
environments, a Wi-Fi network was the best choice 
for this venture.

Whether videos can be smoothly transmitted on 
a Wi-Fi network is determined by the Line Of Sight 

(LOS) between APs, as well as possible interference 
between transmitters and receivers. To ensure smooth 
video transmission, APs are generally installed on 
roofs of tall buildings to prevent signal blocking by 
obstacles. In addition, the 5 GHz band is generally used 
for long-distance backhaul in Wi-Fi bridging scenarios 
because interference on the 2.4 GHz band is severe.

In the BGC project, what impressed me most was 
the site survey in the center of an office building. This 
site transmitted data with the surrounding four branch 
sites and collected backhaul video signals. Therefore, 
the quality of its surrounding wireless environment 
was crucial. Because of the three APs and a microwave 
site that had been deployed, the wireless interference 
plus impacts from local radar channels became a huge 
obstacle to overcome.

Typically speaking, keeping proper distances from 
other deployed devices can reduce interference. 
However, understanding the use of channels and 
possible interference in working environments can 
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fundamentally help avoid signal interference during 
channel planning and ensure smooth backhaul in 
wireless bridging scenarios. 
● Outdoor Network Planning Tips
Spectrum analysis is necessary since there are many 
unexpected factors in outdoor environments. For 
outdoor backhaul and coverage scenarios (such as 
roads, plazas, and pedestrian streets), the following 
network planning tips are provided:

• Outdoor backhaul scenarios
1) When evaluating a wireless environment, you 

can use a spectrum analyzer to scan channels on the 
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands, and analyze the use of the 
channels, especially local radar channels on the 5 GHz 
band.

2) Check that LOS and bandwidth requirements are 
met between backhaul sites. For example, in safe city 
projects, the data bandwidth of cameras is generally 2 
Mbit/s to 4 Mbit/s, so the backhaul bandwidth must be 
over 8 Mbit/s if two cameras are installed along each 
backhaul link.

3) Select suitable antennas based on site conditions. 
In Point-to-Point (P2P) backhaul scenarios, use small-
angle antennas with high gains, such as antennas with  
15º  horizontal and vertical lobe width and 18 dBi 
gain. In Point-to-MultiPoint (P2MP) scenarios, use 
large-angle antennas, for example, antennas with 60º 
horizontal lobe width, 30º vertical lobe width, and 12 
dBi gain.

• Outdoor coverage scenarios
1) Select directional or omnidirectional antennas 

according to target coverage areas and installation 
locations of APs. Along narrow roads, APs are generally 
installed on lamp poles, and directional antennas are 
recommended for providing coverage in the same 
direction. In open areas such as park centers, APs can 
be installed on lamp poles for convenient power supply, 
and omnidirectional antennas are recommended for 
providing coverage for surrounding areas.

2) To provide wireless coverage along roads, 
APs with built-in antennas of 10 dBi gain are 
deployed alternatingly on both sides of the roads. It 
is recommended that the APs be installed at a height 
of 6 m to 10 m. If they are installed at a higher place, 
coverage holes may occur at the bottom of lamp poles. 
If there is no obstacle, the recommended coverage 

Wi-Fi networks 
are instead 
mainly 
deployed 
indoors. 
In indoor 
environments, 
settled AP 
deployment 
is the most 
mature and 
common 
deployment 
solution. 
However, 
network 
coverage may 
be poor if 
Wi-Fi networks 
are improperly 
planned.>>

distance of a single AP is about 120 m.
3) In open areas such as parks and plazas, APs and 

external omnidirectional antennas with the gain of 4 
dBi to 7 dBi are generally deployed to provide wireless 
coverage. It is recommended that the APs be installed 
at a height of 4 m to 6 m, and the coverage distance of 
a single AP be about 80 m if there is no obstacle.

Hotel Scenarios: Solution Selection According 
to Requirements
Outdoor environments are not typically main Wi-Fi 
coverage scenarios in hotel scenarios. Wi-Fi networks 
are instead mainly deployed indoors. In indoor 
environments, settled AP deployment is the most 
mature and common deployment solution. However, 
network coverage may be poor if Wi-Fi networks are 
improperly planned.
● Traditional Indoor Settled AP Solutions Do Not 
Provide Good Coverage
Hotel A is a three-star hotel. As its Wi-Fi demand 
increased, the hotel planned to deploy a Wi-Fi 
network. The hotel building is old, and re-cabling by 
drilling holes on walls was not allowed during business 
hours. Under this circumstance, an indoor settled 
AP solution that uses an AP to cover four rooms was 
the best choice. However, due to signal attenuation 
caused by corridor walls and washrooms near doors of 
guest rooms, as well as sharing of one AP by multiple 
rooms, problems such as uneven signal coverage and 
deteriorated performance became inevitable.
● Optimal Wi-Fi Deployment Solution for Hotels
The aforementioned problems can be addressed and 
Wi-Fi coverage can be improved by slightly adjusting 
network planning. Instead of covering four rooms on 
both sides of a corridor, an AP covers three rooms on 
one side of the corridor. The AP is installed on the 
ceiling of the middle room.

After the adjustment, the solution’s investment is 
only 30% higher than that of the original one, but the 
signal coverage is improved by at least three times. 
APs in this solution are installed on ceilings but not 
on walls. When installed on ceilings, APs can provide 
the strongest signals on the front to neighboring rooms 
and weak signals on the back to prevent inter-floor 
interference. It has been verified that the solution can 
greatly improve Wi-Fi coverage in hotels.
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If higher coverage performance is required, the 
wall plate AP solution is also a good choice. However, 
this solution requires large numbers of APs and 
management licenses, making it more expensive. If 
room walls are only wooden boards inserted with 
cotton insulation, the wall plate AP solution using one 
wall plate AP to cover two rooms is cost-effective.

Is there any solution that can ensure good signal 
coverage at a low cost? To meet this requirement, 
mainstream vendors offer distributed Wi-Fi solutions. 
For example, Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution 
that consists of central APs and Remote Units (RUs), 
is able to fit these requirements successfully. Similar 
to wall plate AP solutions, an RU is installed in each 
room to ensure signal coverage. The differences are 
that an RU costs lower than an AP and does not need 
to be managed by an AC or load licenses. Compared 
with indoor settled solutions (one AP for three rooms), 
Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution provides 
better wireless coverage and higher performance, and 
saves 90% of licenses and managed nodes. The cost of 
Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi Solution is only 65% 
that of the indoor settled solutions.
● Indoor Network Planning Tips
• For scenarios with a high-density of rooms (such 

as hotels, dormitory buildings, and hospitals), 
different Wi-Fi solutions have their advantages and 
disadvantages. Indoor settled Wi-Fi solutions using 
one AP to cover three rooms can meet network 
requirements and are applicable to scenarios without 
high performance requirements. Wall plate Wi-Fi 
solutions provide good coverage but also have a high 
cost. Distributed Wi-Fi solutions have comprehensive 
strength as they can meet network coverage and 
performance requirements at a low cost.

• Offices are common indoor coverage scenarios. 
Such scenarios have open spaces, few obstacles, 
and high requirements on user concurrency rates 
and bandwidth. During network planning, ensure 
that deployed APs can meet the requirements of 
user concurrency rates and bandwidth. You can also 
reduce AP transmit power to reduce co-channel 
interference. Generally, AP signals need to penetrate 
at most one brick wall. If the materials and thickness 
of obstacles cannot be confirmed, you are advised 
to measure them onsite. The measuring method is as 
follows: 

1) Place and power on a signal source (a Fat AP is 
recommended).

2) Detect and record the signal strength using a 
signal scanning tool on both sides of an obstacle.

3) Subtract one detected signal strength value from 
another to get the signal attenuation caused by the 
obstacle.

High-Density Scenarios: Network Planning 
Based on Site Conditions
Wi-Fi network planning and deployment in high-density 
scenarios is always difficult. Large stadiums, train 
stations, airports, and large lecture halls have special 
building structures, large numbers of users, and high user 
density, all of which discourage many Wi-Fi vendors 
from deploying Wi-Fi networks in these scenarios. 
During the IAAF World Championships Beijing 2015, 
the Wi-Fi network deployed by Huawei in Beijing 
National Stadium was highly recognized by the IAAF. 
However, during planning and deployment of the Wi-Fi 
network, Huawei encountered many difficulties.
● User Bandwidth and User Concurrency Rate 
Design Based on Comprehensive Analysis
The primary difficulty was the design of a user 
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Table 1. Signal Attenuation Caused by Common Obstacles

Obstacle Thickness (mm)
Attenuation of 2.4 
GHz Signals (dB)

Attenuation of 5 
GHz Signals (dB)

Synthetic Material 20 2 3

Asbestos 8 3 4

Wooden Door 40 3 4

Glass Window 50 4 7

Tinted Glass 80 8 10

Brick Wall 120 10 20

Brick Wall 240 15 25

Bullet-proof Glass 120 25 35

Concrete 240 25 30

Metal 80 30 35
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concurrency rate (which is a common issue in high-
density scenarios and must be confirmed before network 
design). The Beijing National Stadium has about 80,000 
fixed seats and 11,000 temporary seats. Even the IAAF 
Organizing Committee could not confirm how many 
spectators would go to the stadium during the event, 
how many spectators would use the Wi-Fi network, and 
how much bandwidth should be provided to each user. 
According to experience accumulated from successfully 
constructed Wi-Fi networks for Europe’s large stadiums, 
Huawei recommended a user concurrency rate of 30% 
and per-user bandwidth of 300 kbit/s after analyzing 
bandwidth requirements of typical applications and 
terminal types.
● Overcoming AP Deployment Difficulties Based on 
Site Conditions
The building structure of Beijing National Stadium 
poses another challenge. In high-density scenarios, 
APs are generally deployed in side, overhead, and floor 
coverage modes. Site surveys showed that thick cement 
panels of the stands caused severe signal attenuation. 
Therefore, APs could not be deployed in floor coverage 
mode. If APs were deployed at the rear of the stands, 
signals could only cover the last several rows of seats 
since the stands are deep from the first row of seats to 
the last row. In addition, spectators may block signals 
and cause signal attenuation. In overhead coverage 
mode, APs need to be deployed on ceilings. However, 
the ceilings are dozens of meters high, so AP installation 
would be difficult, signal coverage areas would be hard 
to control, and interference would be severe.

Huawei’s site survey engineers recommended that 
APs be installed on catwalks to properly provide 
wireless coverage to front areas of the stands. They 
made poles that can have both APs and antennas 
installed. This installation mode had no impacts on 
catwalks and improved installation efficiency.
● Innovative Channel Planning
Channel planning is difficult in high-density scenarios, 

which is also a challenge during network planning 
for Beijing National Stadium. In common scenarios, 
to ensure compatibility of legacy 802.11b terminals, 
channel bandwidth must be at least 22 MHz. Therefore, 
there are only three independent channels available 
for use on the 2.4 GHz band (channels 1, 6, and 11). 
However, in high-density scenarios, APs are densely 
deployed, the three 2.4 GHz channels are insufficient, 
and co-channel interference is severe. 802.11n and 
802.11ac require only 20 MHz channel bandwidth. 
Therefore, Huawei deployed four independent 20 
MHz channels on the 2.4 GHz band. This channel plan 
improved overall wireless coverage in high-density 
scenarios.

Channel planning on the 5 GHz band is easier 
because there are 13 channels (channels 36-64 and 
149-165). Interference can be prevented by installing 
APs working on the same channel far away from each 
other.
● Network Planning Tips in High-Density Scenarios
Stadiums are only one type of high-density scenarios. 
Wi-Fi networks are more often deployed in airports, 
lecture halls, and auditoriums, which all have their 
own specific characteristics. The following provides 
network planning tips in these scenarios:

• Airports: In most circumstances, the ground-to-
ceiling height in airports is over 10 m. When APs are 
installed on ceilings, small-angle directional antennas 
are recommended. Figure 1 shows the recommended 
directional antennas for airports.

• Lecture halls and auditoriums: The floor-to-ceiling 
height is different in the front and back of lecture halls 
and auditoriums. When APs with external antennas are 
deployed, use antennas with different lobe width. For 
example, you can use small-angle directional antennas 
in the front and large-angle directional antennas in the 
back. When APs with built-in antennas are used, adjust 
AP directions properly based on the floor-to-ceiling 
height.▲
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2.4 GHz Antenna 

• Horizontal lobe width: 18°
• Vertical lobe width: 18°
• Gain: 18 dBi
• 368 mm × 368 mm × 40 mm
• Pole diameter: 40-58 mm
• Weight: 1.6 kg

5 GHz Antenna

• Horizontal lobe width: 15°
• Vertical lobe width: 15°
• Gain: 19 dBi
• 450 mm × 245 mm × 30 mm
• Pole diameter: 30-114 mm
• Weight: 1.4 kg

Figure 1. Directional Antennas Recommended for Airports
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Building the Largest Wireless 
Network in Latin America to 
Benefit the Mexican People
By Yang Yu and Gu Jinrong

Huawei, 
depending on 

its over 20 years 
of intensive 

technical 
experience, 

offered a highly 
reliable and 

easy-to-maintain 
agile campus 

solution for SCT, 
assisting Mexico 

in constructing 
the largest public 
wireless network 
in Latin America 

and bringing a 
variety of new 

changes to 
Mexican people’s 

lives.>>

Five-Year National Digital Strategy
Mexico is the second largest economy and the second 
most populous country in Latin America. It covers an 
area of nearly 200 million square kilometers and has 
a population of 112 million. However, it has a low 
Internet penetration rate. According to statistics in 
May 2014, the Internet penetration rate in Mexico was 
lower than 50%, ranking only 20th in Latin America. 
The Internet development in Mexico does not match 
its economic and social development.

In 2013, the Mexico government proposed a five-
year national digital strategy — Mexico Connected 
project (México Conectado). Mexico planned to 
construct 250,000 Wi-Fi hotspots by 2018 across 
the entire country to cover schools, hospitals, 
clinics, medical service centers, community centers, 
government agencies, and public places. The project 
was to increase the Internet penetration rate from 46% 
to 95% and improve the broadband coverage in the 
whole country. This project was intended to provide 
opportunities for more people and students in remote 
areas to access the Internet and use new technologies, 
bridging the ‘digital divide.’ It would also help 
government agencies improve work efficiency.

Great Challenges on Delivery Management
The Mexico Connected project was implemented 
and operated by the Secretariat of Communications 
and Transportation (SCT) of Mexico, which is 
responsible for information and transport infrastructure 
construction in Mexico. As planned by SCT, in the 
project’s first stage in 2014, 65,000 sites and their 
auxiliary network facilities would be constructed, 
most of which were located in remote rural areas. 
However, plateau and mountainous terrains, as well as 
complex and changing climates in Mexico posed great 
challenges to the project contractors.

• Difficult network deployment and service 
delivery:  Nearly 50% of the 65,000 sites in the first 
stage were dispersed in remote areas, and the delivery 
periods were long.

• Complex working environments in remote 
areas: Some outdoor sites were located in remote 
areas. Working in complex environments, these sites 
faced great challenges due to harsh natural conditions 
such as high altitudes, high temperature, and frequent 
lightning. Network devices in these environment could 
be prone to failures.

• Difficult O&M: Tens of thousands of APs, 
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the Mexico Connected project 
has constructed 65,000 public 
wireless hotspots in the whole 
country. A large number of 
Mexican people now have 
Internet access  and can 
participate in the country’s 
modernization project. The 
‘digital divide’ is bridged.>>

switches, and firewalls needed to be 
deployed. On the large-scale network, the 
management center needed to cross WANs 
to connect to network devices from different 
vendors. Therefore, network maintenance 
and fault location would be difficult, and 
fault recovery would take a long time.

• Requiring high security and easy 
expansion: Public wireless networks must 
ensure validity of user identities and provide 
simplified authentication. The network must 
provide high scalability to support means 
of mobile marketing, such as advertisement 
push and online survey. In this way, the 
project could attract enterprises to cooperate, 
reducing the project’s Operating Expenses 
(OPEX) and facilitating the Mexican 
government to know public opinions.

Huawei Campus Network Solution
As the world’s leading network solutions 
provider and with over 20 years of extensive 
technical experience in the wireless network 
field, Huawei built a highly reliable and 
easy-to-maintain agile campus for SCT of 
Mexico, fully meeting its requirements.
● Huawei’s Reliable Outdoor APs Perfect 
for Complex Climates
Huawei outdoor APs comply with IP67 
dustproof and waterproof standards. They 
can work properly in environments with 
humidity of 0% to 100% (non-condensing) 
and temperatures of -40°C to +60°C. In 
addition, Huawei outdoor APs use all-
metal shells and built-in surge protectors 
on feeder, network, and Alternating Current 
(AC) electrical ports. With the built-in surge 
protectors, a Huawei dual-band outdoor AP 
is equivalent to a common outdoor AP with 
four feeder surge protectors, a network port 
surge protector, and an AC surge protector. 
This surge protection design reduces surge 

protector purchase costs, prevents faults 
caused by multiple passive components, 
and improves stability and reliability of the 
APs.
● USB-based Deployment Improves 
Delivery Efficiency
Huawei’s USG6300 Next-Generation 
Firewalls (NGFWs) support batch deployment 
using a USB flash drive. After the USG6300 
firewalls are deployed in each branch, 
configuration of NGFWs, switches, and APs 
can be automatically completed, lowering the 
skill requirements of delivery personnel and 
improving the overall delivery efficiency by 
90%.
● Proactive O&M Enables Comprehensive 
User Experience Detection
Huawei’s solution supports global-to-
regional management across the carriers’ 
backbone networks, as well as management 
and location of third-party devices. Key user 
experience indicators can be displayed layer 
by layer. Intelligent data analysis can be made 
to provide root causes for user experience 
deterioration and offer network optimization 
suggestions, simplifying network O&M.
● Third-party Social Media Interconnection 
Simplifies Authentication
Huawei Agile Controller can interconnect with 
mainstream social media such as WeChat, 
Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and QR codes. It 
supports customization of pages to be pushed 
and allows enterprises to conduct secondary 
marketing. Users can use their social media 
accounts to connect to Wi-Fi network, without 
the need of complex registration. This also 
ensures validity of user identities.

In addition, Huawei USG6300 firewalls 
support local caching of Portal pages. They 
can store and push Portal pages. Therefore, 
no Portal server needs to be deployed, 
saving the customer’s investment.

Wireless Networks Benefit the 
Mexican People
At present, the Mexico Connected project 
has constructed 65,000 public wireless 
hotspots in the whole country. Public 
Internet access points have been deployed 
in 96% of Mexico cities to serve 18 million 
users every year. A large number of Mexican 
people now have Internet access and can 
participate in the country’s modernization 
project. The ‘digital divide’ is bridged. New 
wireless networks change Mexican people’s 
lives in following aspects:

• Digital economy: Mexican families 
and small enterprises now can connect to 
the Internet. The wireless networks also 
promote e-commerce businesses.

• Education resource balance: Students 
in remote areas now can learn from online 
courses.

• Medical and healthcare services: New 
wireless networks promote popularization 
of electronic birth certificates and health 
certificates and help to achieve telemedicine 
in remote areas.

• Work efficiency of governments: Re-
mote municipal and county governments 
can use public wireless networks to provide 
online services, improving work efficiency.

• Resident security: Governments can use 
public wireless networks to release disaster 
warnings and relief matters, reducing loss 
caused by disasters.▲
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Tsinghua University’s 
Wireless Campus Steps Up 
to a Higher Level
By  Zhao Jiahe and Ma Zhenpeng

Huawei provides 
a unique WLAN 

solution to 
help Tsinghua 

University’s 
wireless campus 

step up to a 
higher level 

and accelerate 
its rapid climb 

up the ranks 
of the world’s 

first-class 
universities.>>

T singhua University is one of China’s most famous universities. It is an important hub for 
scientific research in China and one of the country’s top breeding ground for talents in a 
variety of fields. It is a world-renowned academic institution and ranks among the world’s 

top 50 universities. With about 300 scientific departments, the university makes about 200 academic 
achievements and hosts about 60 world-class academic conferences every year.

Tsinghua University has already completed its 
construction of wireless coverage in teaching areas 
and some dormitory buildings before its 100-year 
anniversary. It urgently requires wireless coverage 
across all dormitory buildings so that teachers and 
students can easily access the campus network, 
facilitating teaching and enriching their lives. It 
has the following network requirements:

• Simplified management and O&M: Tsinghua 
University has 43 dormitory buildings housing in 
excess of 14,000 rooms. After the wireless network 
is deployed, over 8,000 network nodes need to be 
managed and maintained. The task of deploying 
and updating such a large number of disparate 
devices, not to mention replacing faulty devices, 
presents a huge challenge to the university’s O&M 
team.

• High bandwidth and low latency: Students 
like watching online videos, downloading learning 
materials and videos, and playing online games. 
To meet the demand for smooth video and game 
play without frame freezing, the wireless network 
must provide at least 10 Mbit/s bandwidth for each 
terminal (assuming that each room has four users 
and each user has two terminals).

• Stability and reliablity: The wireless network 
in dormitory buildings provides services for almost 
50,000 students, so there will be over 100,000 
concurrent online terminals at peak hours. This 
imposes a high demand on network reliability. 

To meet the University’s network requirements, 
Huawei offered a high-bandwidth and high-
reliability Wi-Fi solution that is easy to manage 
and maintain. This solution has the following 
features:

• Vertical virtualization, simplifying O&M: 

This solution uses Super Virtual Fabric (SVF) 
technology to virtualize the aggregation switch 
(S5720-HI) and access switch (S5700LI) in each 
dormitory building into one logical device for 
centralized management. It also uses eSight to 
facilitate plug-and-play and zero-configuration 
replacement. This solution reduces the number of 
managed devices, simplifies O&M, and improves 
O&M efficiency.

• Superior product performance, ensuring user 
bandwidth: All APs support IEEE 802.11ac, and 
provide superior user access and concurrent user 
processing capabilities. After the solution was 
deployed, twenty 802.11ac terminals were used 
in a dormitory room to test the concurrent user 
processing capabilities. The test result showed that 
per-user performance of each AP reached over 10 
Mbit/s.

• AC hot standby and switch cluster, ensuring 
wireless service continuity: Given centralized 
forwarding of large wireless network traffic, 
multiple AC cards are installed on four S12700 
agile switches at the core layer. Both the switches 
and AC cards work in two-node hot standby mode 
for real-time backup of service data. Even if a 
switch is faulty, service data will be automatically 
switched to the standby switch to ensure service 
continuity. During the switchover, users do not 
need to initiate re-authentication or re-association.

Huawei solution meets the Tsinghua university’s   
network requirements on stability, reliability, and 
advancement of a new-generation wireless campus 
network. It has helped Tsinghua University’s 
wireless campus network to step up to a higher 
level and continue its ascendency through the 
ranks of the world’s first-class universities.▲
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Connector of the World, 
Warden of the IAAF
By Zhou Wei

Huawei built 
a high-quality 
network that 
involved 1088 
APs and about 
100 other network 
devices within 
100 days for 
the IAAF World 
Championships: 
Beijing 2015. With 
its outstanding 
performance, 
Huawei won great 
recognition from 
the IAAF and the 
Committee.>>

O n August 30, 2015, International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) World 
Championships: Beijing 2015 drew to a close. This sparky athletic gala in Beijing evoked high 
praise from its audience, which numbered in and around 6 billion people located around the world. 

Sebastian Coe, the President of the IAAF, even dubbed it as the best one in history.

Meantime, Huawei also received a letter of thanks 
from the Committee, which stated the following: 
“The 2015 Beijing IAAF World Championships is 
the first important international athletic competition 
in Beijing after the 2008 Olympic Games. During the 
preparatory and competition period, your company’s 
technical team demonstrated a highly developed sense 
of political responsibility, excellent general situational 
awareness and sensitivity, and was held in high regard 
by the IAAF. We would like to express our sincere 
thanks for your support and to express the highest 
level of respect for your technical team.”

As brief as the letter was, it carried a lot of weight for 
Chen Gang, the project delivery manager of Huawei. 
In less than 100 days, they equipped the stadium with 
more than 1000 APs. This Wi-Fi network offered 
access to more than 680,000 spectators. The 16.4 TB 
traffic flow generated in this duration was capable of 
carrying 8.6 million digital photos or facilitating 1.6 
billion social media interactions.

So how did Huawei pull this off? As the leading 
manufacturer of wireless solutions for high-density 
stadiums, Huawei was fully involved in the key aspects 
of this project, including demands analysis, circumstance 
surveys, and overall modeling, as well as providing 
professional O&M and network assurance proposals. 
It also successfully provisioned high-density wireless 
coverage within the single largest steel-structured 
stadium in China and guaranteed Wi-Fi access during the 
athletic meeting by taking three measures:

• Visualized simulation of signals to ensure 
coverage: Huawei has pioneered the technique of 
visual stimulation of signals, that is, to map a 3D 
image of network coverage, which enables network 
adjustment before the network is actually deployed. 
In this way, extremely precise customer-oriented 
solutions can be provided. It enables Huawei to work 

out the optimal solution for each customer no matter 
how complex, unusual, or specialized the building or 
environment in question is.

• Putting together an effective team to guarantee 
excellent service: As previously mentioned, Huawei 
built a high-quality network consisting of 1088 APs 
and about 100 switches, routers, and safety devices 
within 100 days. In doing this, Huawei was faced 
with numerous obstacles that encompassed shipment, 
construction, optimization, and acceptance issues. 
During the deployment phase, the most difficult 
task was to deploy 155 APs and their corresponding 
antennas on ceilings. As the suspended ceilings blocked 
the devices from view, coverage directions and angles 
were unknown. The experts could only rely on their 
accumulated experience and educated guesswork in 
deploying them. Even given all of the aforementioned 
circumstances, the deployed network nonetheless met 
every conceivable expectation and all of the necessary 
requirements of this application scenario.

• Senior experts ready to tackle any given 
emergency: Prior to the athletic meeting, Huawei 
organized an R&D and service team of 27 experts 
to formulate detailed contingency plans. During the 
meeting, the service team members stayed on duty 
in each area, prepared for any emergencies. Their 
professional dedication drew great recognition from 
their peers.

Huawei has won the admiration and respect of 
the media and partners owing to the Wi-Fi network 
for IAAF World Championships: Beijing 2015. 
Emanuele Perotti Nigra, the Manager of IAAF’s IT 
department, stated “It is really incredible that Huawei 
took only three months to complete and deliver such 
a complicated project, with such a good Wi-Fi access 
experience. We are sure to recommend Huawei’s 
solution to the London IAAF.”▲



Enterprise WLAN Insights is open to all experts and friends concerning about Wi-
Fi development. your precious letters, articles, suggestions, and insights are well 
appreciated.

If you want to write articles for or have suggestions on this journal, please contact:
E-mail: futurewifi@huawei.com

Looking forward to your suggestions
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Addressing Two Challenges to High-Density Wi-Fi Deployment
How to Choose the Optimum Solution for Indoor Environments?
Tsinghua University’s Wireless Campus Steps Up to a Higher Level

Every hot sale is a result of details and quality with perfection. Huawei, 
a true believer in details and quality, creates excellent Wi-Fi network 
for enterprises.
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